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npHE SPIRITUALIST, published weekly, is the
JL oldest Newspaper connected with the movement in the
United Kingdom, and is the recognised organ of educated Spiritual
ists in all the English-speaking countries throughout the Globe; it
also lias an influential body of readers on the Continent of Europe.
The Contributors to its pages eomprise most of the leading and
more experienced Spiritualists, including many eminent in the ranks
of Literature, Art, Seienee and the Peerage. Among those who
have published their names in connection with their eommnnieaions in its columns are Mi. C. F. Varley, C.E., F.R.S. ; Mi. William
Crookes. E.K.S., Editor of the “Quarterly Journal of Seienee” (who
admits the reality of the phenomena, but has, up to the present time,
expressed no decided opinion as to their cause) ; Mi. Alfred R.
Wallace, President of the Biological Section of the British Associa
tion for the Advancement of Seienee (1876): Piinee Emile de
Sayn-Wittgenstein (Wiesbaden) ; the Right Hon. the Countess or
Caithness \llis Imperial Highness Nicholas of Russia (Duke of
Leuehtcuberg) : Mr. H. G. Atkinson, F.G.S. : Lord Lindsay: the
Hon. Robert Dale Owen (formerly American Minister at the Court
of Naples) ; Baron Diiekinck-Holmfeld (Holstein) : Mi. Gerald
Massey; Le Comte de Bullet : the Hon. J. L. O’Sullivan, formerly
American Minister at the Court of Portugal; Mr. C. C. Massey,
Bairistei-at-Law; Mr. George C. Joad ; Dr. Robert Wyld ; Mr. T. P.
Barkas, F.G.S. ; Mi. Serjeant Cox, President of the Psyehologieal
Society of Great Britain ; Mr. Alexander Calder, President of the
British National Association of Spiritualists; the Rev. J. Tyeiman (Australia): Mi. Epes Sargent (Boston. U.S.) : Sir Charles
Isham. Bait. ; Miss Florenee Mairyat : Di. George Wyld : Mrs. Makdougall Gregory: the Hon. Alexandre Aksaxof, Russian Imperial
Councillor, and Chevalier of the Ordcrof St. Stanislas (Stt Petersburg);
the Baroness Adelma Vav (Austria) ; Mi. IT. M. Dunphy, Bamistciat-Iaw; Mi. C. Carter Blake, Doc. Scio Lecturer on Comparative
Anatomy at Westminster Hospital ; Mi. Stanhope Templeman Speer,
M.D. (Edin.): Mi. J. C. Luxmooie ; Mr. John E. Puidon, M.B. (India) ;
Mis Ilonywood: Mi, Benjamin Coleman : Mi. Charles Blaekbrnm ;
Mi. St. George W. Stoek, B.A. (Oxon) ; Mr. James Wason ; Mi. N.
Fabyan Dawe ; Heir Christian Reimers ; Mi. Wm. White (author oi
the “Life of Swedenborg”); Mi. J. M. Gully, M.D. ; the Rev. C.
Maurice Davies. D.D.. author of “ Unorthodox London ” ; Mi. S. C.
Hall, F.S.A.; Mis. S. C. Hall; Mr. William Newton. F.R. G.S. ;
Mi. IT. D. Jencken, M.R.I.. Baiiistei-at-Law: Mi. Algernon Joy,
M.Inst.C.E. ; Mi. D. 11. Wilson, M.A., LL.M. ; Mi. C. Constant
(Smyrna) ; Mis. F. A. Noswoitliy ; Mi. William Oxley; Miss Kislingnury ; Miss A. Blackwell (Paris) ; Mis. E. Showers ; Mr. J. N. T.
Maitheze ; Mr. J. M. Peebles '(United States) : Mi. W. Lindesay
Riehardson.lM . D. (Australia) ; and many other ladies and gentlemen.
Annual subscription to residents in the United.Kingdom, 10s. iOd. ;
in the United States and Australia, 13s., post free.
The Spiritualist is regularly on sale at the following places
London: 11, Ave Maria-lane, St. Paul’s-chuiohyard, E.C.
Paris : Kiosque, 246, Boulovard des Capucines, and 7, Rue de
Lille. Leipzig: 2, Lindenstrasse. Floiesco: Signor G. Parisi,
Via della Maltosaia. Rome : Signor Bocca, Libraio, Yia del
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Exchange-street. Chicago : Religio-Philosophical Journal Cffico.
Memphis, U.S.: 225, Union-stieet. San Francisco: 319,
Kearney-street. Philadelphia: 918, Spring Gaides-street,
Washington: No 1010 Seventh-street.
All communications on the business of The Spiritualist
should he addressed to W.H. Harrison, Spiritualist News
paper BianchOffice, 38. Great Russell-street London, W.C.

APHAEIZS * PROPHETIC
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AND EPHEMERIS for 1S79, containing piedictions of
events and the weather for every month, Ac., Ac., with a large
hieroglyphic. Post free,' 7d. ; oi with Ephemeris, 13d.
Raphael’s Hieroglyphic (1S78) foreshadowed the Lancashire
quarrels, the Royal- deaths, tho great wrecks, tho British arma
ments, Ac.
RAPHAEL'S GUIDE TO ASTROLOGY, Voi. I., by which
any person may calculate their own nativity. Ci... ... Q.cn
Loudou: J. E. Catty, 12, Ave Maria-lan 10tn gut’
.
e, E.C.

BRITISH- NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF SPIRIT U A LI STS,
36, GREAT RUSSELL STREET, BLOOMSBURY, W.O.
Entrance in Woburn Street.
CHANGE OF ARRANGEMENTS.
The Offices of the Association will be open between the
hours of 2 p.m. and 9.30 p.m. only, on all week-days, except
Saturday’, when they will he open between the hours of 2 p.m.
and 6 p.m.
CALENDAR FOR MARCH, 1879.
Monda^,3rd.—Foitnightly Discussion Meeting at 8 p.m.
Paper by Di. George Wyld ou “ Christian
Occultism.”
Wednesday, !>th.—Soiree Committee at 5 p.m.
.
„
„
House and Offices Committee at
5.30 p.m.
Friday, 7th, aud every succeeding Friday.—Experimental Reseaieh Committee at 6.30 p.m.
Tuesday, lift.—Finance Committee at 6 p.m.
„
„
Council Meeting at 6.30 p.m.
Monday, 17th.—Fortnightly Discussion Meeting at S p.m.
Paper by Mr. Alexander Calder on “The
New Era.”
Wednesday, 2Gto—Library Committee at 4.30 p.m.

BRITISH NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
SPIRITUALISTS.

Published Weekly; Price Twopence.

THE

PSYCHOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF
GREAT BRITAIN,
'
11, Chandos Street, Cavendish Square, London, W

President—Mr. Serjeant Cox.
This Society was established in February, 1875, for the pro
motion of psychological science in all its branches. Its object
is the investigation of the forces, organic and intelligent, that
move and direct the material mechanism of man. Communi
cations, as to alleged phenomena are invited by the Committee
ofisquiry who hold investigation sittings without subscribing
to orreeogniBmg any particular theory or belief.
All particulars maybe obtained on application to
FRANCIS K. MUNTON, Honorary Secretary.
WllleBden, N.W.

ALLAN KARDEC (Blackwell’s Translations).
THE SPIRITS’ BOOK (185S). From the 120th thousand.
THE MEDIUMS’ BOOK (1861). From the 85th thousand
HEAVEN AND HELL (1863). From the 60th thousand
Price 7s. 6d. Trubner A Co. Losdou.

BRITISH NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
SPIRITUALISTS.
FORTNIGHTLY DISCUSSION MEETINGS.
SESSION, 187S-9.

RESEARCH COMMITTEE.
TO MEDIUMS:

This Committee, having in their charge the “ Weighing
Apparatus ” presented to the Association by Mr. C. Blackburn
for the purpose, of obtaining absolute evidence of certain phe
nomena occurring in the presen co of “physical” mediums,
invite such mediums, public or private, to communicate with
them with a view to experiments with the apparatus iu
question.
Desmond G. Fitzgerald,
(Chairman of Committee).

BRIXTON PSYCHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
OFFICES—6, Akerman-road, Brixton.

The object of the society is to promote tho study of
Psychology and Spiritualism, and kindred subjects.
Members have the privilege of attending seances with wellknown mediums, and are entitled to the use of hooks on
Spiritualism from tho Library.
For information as to rules of membership. Ac., Ac., apply
to—_______________________ H. E. FRANCES, Hon. SkC.
The Religion of Spiritualism.

MB.
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WILLIAM

FLETCHER

Will LECTURE

Feb. 3.—Miss KlBllsgbury, “Apparitionsof the Living.”
Feb. 17.—Adjourned Discussion on Miss KlBli’ngbuIy’s Paper.
March 3.—Dr. Wyld, “ Christian Occultism."
March 17.^11. Caldcr,“ Tho Now Era.”
April 7.—Mr. Morell Theobald, “Experiences In tho Home
Circle,” No. 2.
April 21.—
May 5.—Mr. D. Fitz-Gerald, M^TelLE., “Recent Research in
the Phenomena of Spiritualism.”
May. 19.) These days are purposely left free for the discussion ,
June 2.f of any subjects of importance that may arise. .
JuselG.—Mi. Ptaintth-MoseB, M.A., “Review of the Session.

SAMUEL

H.

Q.UARMBY ,

Inspiaa.iioual

Speaker and Healing Medium. Address, 21, Trafalgaistrect, Ashtoh-under-Ij^e.
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‘

ARMY TAILOR AND ACCOUTREMENT MAKER
To Her Majesty’s Military and naval Forces.
Everything of the best quality,
At special prices to Spiritualists, to whom references can be
given. 5 per cent for cash.
'
8, HANOVER PLACE, REGENT’S PARK, LONDON, N.W

E V EE Y SUNDAY EVENING,

EVERYBODY HIS OWN PRINTER.

At the Cavendish Rooms, Mortimer Street, W.

THE “MODEL” PRINTING PRESS

Admission free.
Lecture begins at 7.30.
Doors closed at 7.45.

Is a self-inkisg one and can easily be worked by a child
of ten.
Tts Simplicity is its recommendation.
B. and MISS DIETZ desire to announce You will flud
it a great source of interest and recreation
the following Engagement,s^Hastings, Gensing Hall,
besides saving you time and money.
Afternoon and Evening, January 29. Riehtoond Parochial
Press, including Type and all accessories, from £5.
Society, February 4. Plymouth Mechanics’ Institute, February
12 (second time this season). Redruth Institution, February
C. G. SQUINTANI A Co.
13. Truro Institution, February 14 (second time this season).
S
how Rooms:—a LudgateCircus Buildings,London, E.C,
Leamington Institute, February 25. Finchley .(Church end),
Send
ter
an
illustrated pamphlet, “HOW TO PRINT.”
February 27. Croydon Literary Institution, March 6 (second
containing as abridged history of the art of printing, general
time). Favourable terms arranged with Institutes en route.
catalogue
of
printing
materials, specimens of type, Ac., Ac.
For particulars address Mi. Frank Dietz, 54, Denbigh-street,
post free, seven stamps.
London, S.W.
‘
Mi. and Miss Dietz also have to announce their Third Series
'
J. TURNER,
of Recitations, to ho given at Langham Hall, 43, Gr^tt Portlandstieet, London, on the following Wednesday evenings, viz.:—
LOCKSMITH, BELLHANGER, AND GASFITTER,
March 12th, April 9th, May 14th, June 11th. Tickets 5s., 3s.,
Stove and Range Maker,
2s., and Is.
N.B.—The Second Recitation of the Series will he given on
1, HIGH STREET, BLOOMSBURY, W.C.
Friday. February 28, instead of Ash Wednesday, February 26.
Close Fire Kitcheners repaired
THE PSYCHOLOGICAL REVIEW’. Every description of Patent
and fixed.
NO. 4.
January.
Prico 2s. 6(L
Hot Water, Steam, and Bath Fittings.
CONTENTS:—
IIU
aBEcKbANK. — Established 1851.—
I.—Is Immortality a Delusion? By Epes Sargent.
29 and 80, Southampton-buildisgs, Chancery-lane.
II.—Sister Celeste. By J. C. Earle.
DEPOSITS received at INTEREST for stated periods or re
III.—Spiritual Philosophy iu Relation to Death auD epihia Lifo.
payable os demand. Currost Accounts opened with persons
By Rev. J. Page Hopps.
properly introduced, asd Interest allowed on the minimum
IV.—Inspiration. No. 2. By Mrs. De Morgan.
monthly balances. No charge made for keeping accounts.
V.—Reminiscences of George Thompson. By his Daughter,
Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued.
Mis. Nos-worthy,
The Bank undertakes the custody of Securities of Customers,
VI.—ZotalcthtB; the TruthBeeker. By Miss Greenfield.
asd the Ctllectlts of Bills of Exchange, Dividends and
VIL—The Mound-Builders. By William Denton.
Coupons. Stocks asd Shares purehased asd sold and
VIII.—Montanism.
advances made thereos.
Materialistic Mysticism—A Geologist’s Confession—The Seat
Office Hours from 10 till 4. excepting Saturdays, then from
of Evil.
10 to 2. Os Mondays the Bank is open until 9 p.m.
'
E. W, Allen, 11, Ave Maiia-lane, E.C
A Pamphlet with full particulars os application.
________________ FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

M

YOUNG GENTLEMAN will be gladofany

office, manuscript, or literary employment. Highest
references. Address A. B. C., Sheibor^ Lodge, Tracey-street,
Ivcnnington-road, London.

unacy law reform association,

L

64, Bcrncrs-strect, Losdou. Office Hours from 10 to 4,
asd Tuesday Evening from 6 to 7. Closed os Saturdays.
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FOR
1X MEDICAL HERESY: a Verbatim Report of the Caso

“Regina v. Tebb.” Dedicated to tho Board of St. Pancras
Guardians, London. With letters from the Right Hon. W. E,
Gladstone, M.P., the Right Hon. John Bright, M.P.. and others.
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Newspaper Branch Office.
Price 5s. 6d.
Inspirational Poetry.
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TXEAVEN OPENED;

OR,

MR. J. W. FLETCHER,
TEST MEDIUM AND CLAIRVOYANT,
4, BLOOMSBURY PLACE, BLOOMSBURY SQUARE,
LONDON.
Hours—Twelve till Five.

MR. F. OMERIN,
Having made many rapid and permanent cures of Gout,
Rheumatism, and other painful maladies, is prepared to visit
patients. Address,

MR. OMERIN,
5, NORTHUMBERLAND STREET, STRAND, LONDON.

MR. C. E. WILLIAMS,
61, LAMB'S CONDUIT STREET, W.C.

At_ homo daily from 12 till 5. On Thursday and Saturday
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MORSE,
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INSPIRATIONAL
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Paris.
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land, N.

WALLIS, Trance Medium, desires
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MISS MANCELL, Spiritual Clairvoyant, 45,

Jubiloc-street, Commercial-road, London, E. De
veloping Oirclo every Monday evening, at eight o’clock. Volun
tary contributions. Private seances attended. Application
by letter in the first, instance.

MRS. WOODFORDE, Developing andJIeal-

ing, Medieal advice to ladies and. children. Terms
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±VdL HEALER and DEVELOPING MEDIUM, 6G, War
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ADOLPHE DIDIER, Consulting Mesmerist (33 years
established), attends Patients and maybe consulted daily from
2 till 5 at his residence, 10, Berkcley-gardcns, Oampdcn-hill,
Kensington. Select lectures and private lessons in the science
of Mesmerism arc given by appointment.

MRS. ANNIE LOOMIS, the American Mes-

meric Healing Clairvoyante, examines and treats tho
sick while in a mesmeric sleep.—No. 2, Vemon-placc, Bloomsbury-square, London. Houts 10 to 5. Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday evenings, office hours, owing to press of business,
extended to nine o’clock.

A SELECT CIRCLE is in course of forma-
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Russell-street, W.C.—Each member is expected to contribute
liis quota towards suitable remuneration of thc Medium.

“a NNALI DELLO ~Si?IRlTTSMO
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JA. ITALIA—Rivista Psicologica di Niccforo Filaleto.

Published on the 15ih of every month, at Turin, Tip.
Baglione, via BogiuO, No. 23.

REVUE SPIRITE, Journal d’etudes psycho-

logiquos, fonde par Allan Kardec, appears on the 1st
of every month. Price, J franc. Published by the Soci&A
Anonyme, 7, Rua de Lille. Paris. Post-Office orders payable
to M. Leymarie.

"PSYCHISCHE STUDIEN. AMonthly Journal

.H FOR THE BEREAVED FROM OUR LITTLE ONES
IN GLORY. Given through tho mediumship of F. J. Theo
bald. Part 1, price 6d., paper cover, “ Heaven Opened,” being
more advanced spirit messages. Part 2, price 6d., paper
cover, “ Heaven Opened.” The two parts bound in one volume,
Cloth Is. The Spiritualist Newspaper Branch Office

JL
devoted to the investigation of the unexplained pheno
mena of psychic life. Edited by Alexandre Aksakof, and
contributed to by several German and foreign men of science.
Price Is. monthly.—Leipsic: Oswald Mutze. London: The
Spiritualist Newspapor Branch Office.

f By F. J. Theobald. Second Edition enlarged. Price 2d.

LEAVES FROM MY LIFE.

SPIRITUALISM IN THE BIBLE, COM
PARED WITH MODERN SPIRITUALISM.
A useful Pamphlet for those who shrink from Spiritualism
with the idea that it is unchristian and unscriptural. It shows
(we think successfully) that every form of mediumship, now so
familiar to Spiritualists, is endorsed by Biblical records of
identical experiences.
Also HEAVEN OPENED. Parts 1 and 2, 6d. each. The
two bound in one, Is.—These books, consisting of messages
given by writing mediumship, contain some interesting con
versations held between the family circle on earth, and their
group of little ones in their Spirit home.
They are well calculated to comfort bereaved and sorrowing
parents.
Spiritualist Newspaper Branch Office, London, W.C.
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A narrative of

Personal Experiences, with some account of American
Spiritualism, as seen during a twelvemonth’s visit to the
United States. Two Portraits. By J. J. Morse. Price 2s.
From the Author, at Elm Tree-terrace, Uttoxeter-road, Derby

RTGHTON.—MISS WOOD, 12, Lower
Rock Gardens. Board or apartments. — Terms on
application.

TTIOLKESTONE. — Comfortable lodgings, on

JD moderate terms. References to Spiritualists can be
given. E. Newman, 11, St. Michael’s-terrace, Folkestone.
AR1S.-TO SPIRITUALISTS is offered a

comfortable Social Home in a convenient part of thc city,
by an English brother. The apartments can only accommodate
four persons. Terms, board and all included, £3 per week
each ; or. lor two persons,£2 TOs. per week, if two occupy ono
RIGHTON.—The Spiritualist may be obroom. Address. S. T., care of M. A. Mallet, 3, liuc de la Costained in Brighton of Messrs Beal, East-street; Mr,
Elmer, St. James's-street; and Mr. Boughton, St, George’s-road.sQnnerie. Paris.
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LONDON, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 28th,
“ FROM WHENCE COMETH MY HELP.”
BY J, A. CAMPBELL,

A few heathery hills and a snow-capped one, some sprays
of harebell and patches of buttercups, with dividing irregu
larities of greenest grass on the sides of them, and three little
boisterous, babbling Highland streams, clear as crystal, in
their quiet side-pools, where rarely they have a mind to rest,
and reveal to you tiny palaces of amber rock, where the min
nows spend their honeymoons ere they go forth down-hill to
see the large world of waters below which men call Loch
Awe, and end their days on the hook of some murderously
idle tourist. Poor little minnows ! But why did I talk about
you brotherling, you and your home? Oh, to explain why
I send this funny little poem to The Spiritualist, which tells
how it all looked to me when Donald and I were lying on
the braes that long summer afternoon before he went to the
Silent Land, and I learnt to believe in Saxondom; and to
prevent anyone else thinking that I was “ Dramatising the
Day of Judgment,” as a dear lady of practical powers and
evangelical opinions did, when she stole my manuscript
book and judged me “interestingly mad” after reading what
follows :—
Whiteness and light and mystery,
And the blue sky surrounding thee,
* Oh mighty, veiled Divinity !
Kneeling around thee in sublime repose,
Earth’s monarchs are adoring thee ;
In fullest folds the royal purple flows
Down from their shoulders lavishly;
With sapphire wrought, and emerald and gold,
And a deep diamond bed in every fold ;
White pearls thick scattered and half hiding it,
For me, a Patmos vision every whit,
In Braudu Pass this Thursday in July.

THE HYDESVILLE MANIFESTATIONS.

We have received the following letter from Mrs. Jencken:—
Sib,—In The Spiritualist of Jan. 24tli, in your article of “ Hauntings and Apparitions,” you stated that in well-known documentary
evidence, the house my parents occupied in Hydesville, where Spirit
ualism took its origin in the year 1848, through my sister Margaret and
myself, was haunted loDg before my dear parents went to live in it.
This is a sad mistake, as there has never been such a thing as the
authentication of such a statement. Repeated efforts were made by
some of the leading people in Rochester to obtain knockings when
none of our family were present, without the least success; and pre
vious to my dear parents living in _the house no ghostly sounds worn
ever heard there.
I make this correction at once, as I do not think it reasonable it
should remain uncontradicted in a journal like yours, which has a wide
circulation and admitted character for truthfulness.
I also state what I have got to say now, because the witnesses to the
fact are living and accessible. Oblige me by giving publicity to this
letter in your paper, and believe me, very truly yours,
Katie Fox Jencken.

1879.

that have turned the eyes of the people of this generation to
a more minute and careful investigation of spiritual phenomena than has characterised any preceding age, stands
among a cluster of houses known by the name of Hydesville,
in the town of Arcadia, county of Wayne, and State of New
York. It is a small framed building, one and a half stories
high, and, at the time of the occurrences which have made
it a matter of interest and curiosity to so many thousands,
bore unmistakable evidences of age; and had been the humble
shelter of many a family previous to that of Mr. Fox.”
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STATEMENT OF MRS. AND MISS RELVEE.

“It has generally been supposed, and so published, in most
( of the accounts of the commencement of these phenomena,
that the sounds were first heard when the house was occupied
by a Mr. Weekman. This seems to be an error, as there
\ are, at least, two witnesses, whose testimony is recorded in a
small pamphlet published by E. E. Lewis, Esq., at Canan) daigua, N.Y., in 1848, who testify to the sounds being
( heard by a family who occupied the same house in 1844.
These witnesses are Mrs. Ann Pulver and Miss Lucretia
Pulver. The former testifies as follows:—
“ £ I was acquainted with Mr. and Mrs.------ (who occupied
the house in 1844). I used to call on them frequently. My
) warping bars were in the chamber, and I used tc go there to
do my work. One morning when I went there Mrs. ■——
told me that she felt very bad ; that she had not slept much,
! j if any, the night before. When I asked her what the matter
i was, she said she did not know but what it was the fidgets ;
but she thought she heard somebody walking about from
one room to another, and that she had Mr.------ get up and
fasten down all the windows. She said she felt more safe
after that. I asked her what she thought it was. She said
it might be rats. I heard her speak about hearing noises
after that which she could not account for.’
“ Miss Lucretia Pulver, in her testimony, says : ‘ I lived
\ in this house all one winter, in the family of Mr.------ . I
\ worked foi' them part of the time, and part of the time I
boarded and went to school. I lived there about three
months. During the latter part of the time that I was
1 there I heard this knocking frequently, in the bedroom,
Sunder the foot of the bed. I heard it a number of nights,
as I slept in the bedroom all the time that I staid there.
One night I thought I heard a man walking in the buttery.
This buttery is near the bedroom, with a stairway between.
Miss Aurelia Lozey staid with me on that night; she also

397, Fulham-road, Feb. 14th.

The testimony is contradictory as to whether the house at
Hydesville, the birthplace of modern Spiritualism, was
haunted or not before Mr. Dox and his family took up their
abode there. Perhaps Mrs. Jencken is unaware of the
existence of the evidence we are about to quote, or knows
something to vitiate its trustworthiness. Any light which
can be thrown on the matter will be of historical value.
The following statements are quoted from Modern Spirit
ualism ; its Facts and Fanaticisms. By E. W. Capron (Bela
Marsh, New York : 1855) :—
“ The house at which the manifestations first commenced,
Ben Cruachan was seen light 2d, snow-capped, and half revealed in mist.

j
i
;
;

heard the noise, and we were both much frightened, and got
up, and fastened down the windows and fastened the door.
It sounded as if a person walked through the buttery, down
cellar, and part way across the cellar bottom, and there the
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STATEMENT OF MRS. HANNAH WEEKMAN.

li We have lived in this place about five months. I have
heard about the mysterious noises that have been heard in
the house now occupied by Mr. Fox. We used to live in the
same house; we lived there about a year and a half, and
moved from there to the house we now occupy. About a
year ago, while we were living there, we heard some one, as
we supposed, rapping on the outside door. I had just got
into bed, but my husband had not. He went and opened it,
and said that there was no one there. He came back, and
was about getting into bed, when we heard the rapping on
the door again. He then went to the door and opened it,
and said that he could see no one, although he stepped out
a little way. He then came back and got into bed. He was
quite angry; he thought it was some of the neighbouring
boys trying to disturb us, and said that ‘ they might knock
away, but they would not fool him,’ or something of that
kind. The knocking was heard again ; and after a while he
got up, and went to the door and went out. I told him not
to go out-doors, for perhaps somebody wanted to get him
out and hurt him. He came back, and said he could see
nothing. We heard a good deal of noise during the night ;
we could hardly tell where it was : it sounded, sometimes,
as if some one was walking in the cellar. But the house
was old, and we thought it might be the rattling of loose
boards, or something of that kind.
“ A few nights afterwards, one of our little girls, who
slept in the bedroom where the noises are now heard, woke
us all up by screaming very loud. My hushand and I, and
our hired girl, got up immediately to see what was the
matter. She sat up in bed, crying and screaming, and it
was some time before we could find out what the matter was.
She said that something had been moving about, over her
head and face—that it was cold, and she did not know what
it was. She said that she felt it all over her, but she was
most alarmed at feeling it on her face. She was very much
frightened. This was between twelve and one o’clock at
night. She got up and got into bed with us, and it was a |
long time before she could go to sleep. It was several days
before we could get her to sleep in that room again. She was
eight years old at that time.
“ Nothing else happened to me during the time that we
lived there; but my husband told me that one night he
heard some one call him by name, somewhere in the house
—he did not know where—but could never find out where
or what it was. I was not at home that night. I was
sitting up with a sick person. We did not think the house
was haunted at that time.
‘£ I do not believe in spooks, or anything of that kind;
but I hardly know what to say about it now; so many have
heard the noises that it seemed as if something was the
matter.
(Signed)
“ Hannah Weekman.
11 Tuesday, April 11, 1848.”
STATEMENT OF MICHAEL WEEKMAN.

“ I am the husband of Hannah Weekman. We used to
live in the house now occupied by Mr. Fox, in which they
say strange noises are heard. We lived there about a year
and a half. One evening, about bed-time, I heard the
rapping. I supposed it was some one knocking at the door,
who wanted to come in. I did not bid him ‘ come in’ as I
usually do, but went to the door. I did not find any one
there ; but went back, and just as I was getting into bed, I
heard the rapping again, and opened the door quick, but
could see no one there. I stepped out a step or two, but
could see no one about there. I then went back and got into
bed. I thought some one was making game of me. After
a few minutes I heard the knocking again, and after waiting
a few minutes, and still hearing it, I got up and went to the
door. This time I went clear out and looked around the
house, but could find no one. I then stepped back and shut
the door, and held on to the latch, thinking that if there
was any one there I would catch them at it. In a minute or
two I heard the rapping again. My hand was on the door,
and the knocking appeared to be on the door. I could feel
it jar with the raps. I instantly opened the door, and
sprang out; but there was no one in sight. I then went
round the house again, but could find no one, as before. My
wife told me I had better not go out of doors, as it might
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be some one that wanted to hurt me. I did not know what
to think of it, it seemed so strange and unaccountable. ”
(He here relates the case of the little girl being frightened,
as given above.)
“ One night after this, about midnight, I was awake, and
heard my name called. It sounded as if it was on the south
side of the room. I sat up in bed and listened, but did not
hear it again. I did not get out of bed, but waited to see if
it would be repeated. My wife was not at home that night.
I told her of it afterwards, and she said she guessed I had
been dreaming. My wife used to be frightened quite often
by hearing strange noises in and about the house.
“ I have heard so much from men in whom I place confi
dence about these noises that are now heard, that, taken in
connection with what I heard, I cannot account for it, unless
it is a supernatural appearance. I am willing to mako
affidavit to the above facts, if necessary.
(Signed)
S( Michael Weekman.
“ 11th April, 1848.”

STATEMENT OF MRS. LAPE.

“ Mrs. Jane C. Lape testified as follows : ‘ I am the wife of
Henry Lape, and am nineteen years of age. I lived with
Mr. Weekman’s folks, about a year and a half ago, when he
occupied the house where Mr. Fox now lives. I stayed
there until the spring of 1847. One day, about two o’clock
p.m., while I was doing my work in the kitchen, I saw a
man in the bedroom adjoining the kitchen. The bedroom
door was open, and I saw the man distinctly. I was much
frightened. I had been in the kitchen some time at work,
and knew no one had gone into that room. There was only
one door to the bedroom joining the kitchen. The man
stood facing me when I saw him. He did not speak, nor
did I hear any noise at the time like a person walking or
moving about the room. He had on grey pants, black frock
coat, and black cap. He was about middling size, I should
think. I knew of no person in that vicinity who wore a
similar dress. Mrs. Weekman was in another part of the
house at the time. I was very much frightened, and left
the room, and when I returned with Mrs. Weekman there
was no one there. She thought it was some one who had
been trying to frighten me; but we were never able to
ascertain who or what it was. I have always thought, and
still do think, that it was a supernatural appearance. I
never had been a believer in such things until I saw this. I
am willing to testify to the above statement.
(Signed)
‘ Jane C. Lape.’ ”
“ We hear nothing more of Mr. Weekman being disturbed
by the rapping or other manifestations, or there being any
thing of the kind, with that exception, until after the house
was occupied by the family of Mr. John D. Fox. It was .
reserved to that family to be the instruments of communi
cating to the world, or to this part of it, this most singular
affair. They were the ones who first, as if by accident,
found out that there was an intelligence manifested even in
this rapping, which at first appeared nothing more than an
annoying and unaccountable noise.”
SUNDAY SERVICES AT THE CAVENDISH ROOMS.
On Sunday last the Sunday Lyceum was held at 11.30 a.m., at the
Cavendish Rooms, Mortimer-street, London, when the attendance was
larger than before, and a new class added to those already formed. Mr.
Desmond Fitz-Gerald, the superintendent, addressed the teachers and
pupils, and then forty-five minutes were given by each teacher in hearing
from the pupils their views on the subject given out at the previous
meeting, viz.—“What is your idea of God, and what is your idea of
Man ? ” At tlie end of that time each teacher was called upon by the
superintendent to state as briefly as possible the thoughts and views of
his respective class.
This method of teaching, inaugurated by Andrew Jackson Davis, is
interesting and profitable to both old and young. The class will meet
next Sunday at 11 o’clock a.m. instead of 11.30 as heretofore, in order
that more time may be given to this work.
Mr. Fletcher delivered an address on Sunday evening, at 7.45, to a
large and appreciative audience. The liall was filled at an early hour.
The speaker was introduced by Mr. Desmond Fitz-Gerald, who said :
“ We should consider ourselves extremely privileged at being able to
listen this evening to our highly-gifted friend Mr. Fletcher. The con
dition of Mr. Fletcher’s health warns us that we must begin to look after
our medium, and the question now is, not how much Mr. Fletcher is
willing to do for us, but whether we, as Spiritualists, can afford to accept
at his hands the use of this beautiful room, his valuable services, and
now his health ? ” Mr. Fitz-Gerald further enjoined upon the audience
the necessity of harmonious feeling, thereby contributing to the success
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of the lecturer. He stated, in relation to any tests which had or might
be given, that they were doubtless very exhausting to Mr. Fletcher;
hut if at the close of the lecture the audience should furnish favourable
conditions, they might again be favoured with personal tests, as upon
the previous Sunday evening.
_
_
Miss Leslie Younge than sang with great expression a piece entitled
The Lost Chord, after which Mr. Fletcher was controlled, and announced
as his subject, “Passing through the Portal; or, the Change called
Death.” He said there is no such thing as death. History tells us
that in the early times, and in the uncivilised portions of the
earth, all the crude, undeveloped, and savage elements were
but foundations, and necessary to the higher growth evidenced in our
modern civilisation. That as each decade, had lived its life, it but
passed through the portal, not to death, but to the resurrection
of new forms of life in the mineral, vegetable, animal, and human
kingdom. Theology teaches us that there is an immortal sold ; it
teaches of both death and resurrection; but it tells us nothing of passing
through the portal, or of the time between their resurrection and ours.
The afflicted mother consults the clergyman regarding the whereabouts
of her deceased child. The answer is, “ We hope, we trust, we believe,
that your child is in heaven.” In other words, so safe in God's
arms that it is quite out of the reach of your; so happy in
listening to the songs of the angelic hosts, that it is perfectly
insensible to the mother's tears, and the great heart-longing that
mother has for her baby's return. All this the clergyman tells
you he believes, but that he absolutely knows nothing. Poor
consolation this to the eyes that gaze upon the vacant cradle;
for the arms that are so empty, and for the heart that wishes for its
baby, more than for even heaven itself. Science here enters the arena
of thought, and says that theological teachings of the immortal soul are
nonsensical, that man has no soul, that it has searched through the
different avenues of nature, and that each line of nature furnishes some
evidence of its existence which appeals to one or all of man's seven
senses. It tells you that it has sent its most scientific men .to the dis
secting room, that they there find every trace of anatomic life, but not
the shadow of what the religionists call soul. Failing to find this, they
claim there is no soul, forgetting that when they search the dead body
for animating life they are searching for that which has already left it.
Science tells us that as the beast dies so die we, and in .this conclusion
are wiser than they know; for all life is immortal, differing only in
degree, and as human beings have eternal life, so also has every other
form of life. Science walks boldly to the open grave, and stops.
Spiritualism here enters the arena of thought and discovers the elixir of
life ; it shows plainly that the machinery of life, and the river of soul
which guides that life, are as much facts after death as before it. And the
great change called death, that terrible King of Terrors, is only the
band slipped from the machinery, is the bird outside the cage, is the
jewel in the spiritual instead of the earthly casket; in fact, is only the
seventh day of rest, or the Sunday of the soul. And as on Monday the
operator starts the machinery in motion, so does the infinite operator
of souls, after this temporary rest, set the immortal machi.nery in
motion, reinvigorated and strengthened for its new life and its new
duties. The great mistake made by the world is in supposing that
when the soul has fled the last rites are to be performed for the loved
dead ; on the contrary, those rites are the first rites.. For now the
real life of the spirit begins; and so long does the spirit linger over
and is connected with the old body, that the greatest care should be
exercised regarding that body. No strange hand should touch it—no
unkind thought penetrate the sacred chamber of the body. Tears
should, so far as possible, be banished ; music, sweetness, and love
should be the prevailing elements. As a bride is robed to meet her
husband, so should this body be clothed, as symbolising the wedlock
of the two worlds. Anything that would be unnatural to the spirit in
life is equally unnatural to the spirit in its new birth; and em
balming the body, packing it in ice, or using any other of the estab
lished methods of preservation is a scientific torture, and only retards
the perfect freedom of the spirit. Truly, in the words of the poet, there
is no deatli:—
Tho stars go down to l'iso upon some fairer shore,
And bright in heaven's jewelled crown they shine for evermore.
Thore is no death. Tho dust wo tread is quickoncd 'noatli the summer
showers
To golden grain and mollow fruit, and rainbow-tinted flowers.
And all around us, though unseen, tho dour immortal spirits tread ;
For all tho universo is lifo—tliero are no dead.

After the singing of a hymn by the choir, Mr. Fletcher proceeded to
give some tests of spirit identity, all marked in their character, and of
particular interest to the recipients. The public acknowledgments of
their truth, which should have been made by the recipients at the
time the tests were given, were subsequently made upon the chairman
asking any of the audience to state if they recognised their friends
who had returned to them, and after the lecture other responses were
given.
It is only fair to Mr. Fletcher that the responses should be made at
the time the tests are given, as this rare form of mediumsliip should
be not only recognised, but encouraged by all who are benefited thereby.
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SPIRITUALISTS.

We have received the following letter :—
To the Editor of the “ Spiritualist.”
Sin,—As on more than ono occasion lately you have brought mv name
beforo the Council of tho British National Association of Spiritualists, and
also mentioned it in tho pages of tho Spiritualist, povliaps I may he allowed
to ask for a little space in your next number. I am entirely indifferent to
hard words, such as “ trick ” and " subterfugo,'' and provious to your letter to
Mr. Calilor in your last issue, it was not quite clear who were included in your
accusation. That letter, howevor, says, as I understand it, that those words
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wero intended to apply to my motion in the committee. The valuo of your
withdrawal of them is, I submit, entirely destroyed, by the reason for doing
so which you have appended, and which in effect reiterates your belief in their
boing deserved.
Under these circumstances, I feel bound simply to say, that when tho words
“ general house arrangements ” were included in the resolution referring the
matter to the committee, it was distinctly understood by at least several
mombers of tho Council that that was intended as a courteous way of
including a consideration of your tenancy. When the matter was discussed in
committee, a majority of its members wore of opinion that that subject camo
legitimately within its province to consider.
You further speak in your lottor to Mr. Caldor of the “ absence of members
of the committee who would have liked to havo voted thereon had they known
what was under consideration.” So' far from thore being any truth in what
is implied in this remark, the committee purposoly adjourned tho discussion
of so important a matter from one sitting to another, in order that all its
members might be fully aware of what was being done, and special pains wero
taken to facilitate the attendance of as many of its mombers as possible at its
final sitting.
I do not wish to disregard the express recommendation of the Council to its
members some months since, in the way in which you thought it right to do at
its last meeting, by commenting on tho inner work of a committee, and giving
names and stating facts which ought not to be published, or I could make my
position much stronger.
Only one other point I will refer to, and that is to ask you to state in your
next number tho oxact nature of the several documents published unauthorised
by a committee. When I asked you kindly to do this boforo, I think you replied
in a footnote that such details wore unimportant, or to that offoct. But as you
have now referred to tho matter again, it is only fair and right that this should
be done.
Edward Bennett.
Richmond, Feb, 22nd, 1870.

i
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In reply to the above Mr. Harrison says :—
“ When a motion was so worded as to give a committee power to deal
with a subject which the Council did not intend the committee to deal
with when it passed it, I admit with Mr. Bennett that several members
of the Council did know and, like its mover, kept silence about what
was intended. I was not one of the informed persons who looked on in
silence while this motion----- the rest of the Council, and have since
resigned my seat on the board.
“ Before the committee passed the subsequent motions of Messrs.
Rogers and Bennett on the same subject, Mr. C. C. Massey told them
that several members of the Council did not know that the words of the
reference covered any such question of public policy as they were
forcing on the committee. But they persisted in their motions never
theless, and the committee sat twice, discussing a subject which it knew
the Council never intended it to consider.
“ If a director of a public company issues printed circulars to the
public with the name of the company at the top, and tells the public to
communicate with him at his private address, instead of with the
working officer, the secretary, and if the board of management only
discovers the existence of those circulars months afterwards by acci
dent, the contents of the circulars have nothing to do with -the question
whether said company is well managed or otherwise.
“ The absentee members of the Council—who are better known than
four-fifths of the working members—should look after the manage
ment of the National Association of Spiritualists, because their names
induce the public to join it, and induce friends in foreign countries to
accept honorary membership, and have induced the past large sub
scriptions, also valuable gifts to the library.”
Since the foregoing was in type, I have received the following letter
1, Hcref(il“l-squaro, South Kensington, S.W., 26th February, 1879.

Dear Sir,—I have to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 17th
instant, in which you withdraw certain words used by you at the last Council
meeting of the British National Association of Spiritualists out of “personal
respect ” to me.
I bog to say that I think this withdrawal is insufficient, and that you owo
an ample apology to the Council, and to tho General Purposes Committee, for
making charges which, in my opinion, arc wholly unfounded.—Yours faithfully,
W. II. Harrison, Esq.
Alex. Calder.

Directly the above was received, I sent the following reply :—

Alexander Calder, Esq.

February 26th, 1879.

Dear Slit,—In reply to yours of this morning, I understand you to mean
that at all evonts my chief charge—that a motion in Council was so worded
aS to gain for a committee powor which the Council never intended to give—■
is “ wholly unfounded.”
Mr. Fitz-Gerald voted for tho motion, without thinking it had referenco to
the unmentionod subject, I did tho same. No doubt others who voted for it
will testify they did so without intending to givo powor to deal with the public
question unmontioned by tho mover.
I endorse all tho chargos (so far as the facts relating to each came under my
observation) brought by Mr. C. C. Massey in his letter road at the last Council
meeting. If ho will withdraw them, and apologise, I will do tho same. I am
so dispassionate in the matter, that any decision he comes to I will ondorso,
and it is fortunate for me that such a trustworthy observer knows tho merits
of this caso in all its details.
Meanwhile, please pick me out a single complete paragraph of mine con
taining a charge not demonstrably true, because until one such is quoted ver
batim in full, it is difficult for mo to begin to think about an apology. Tlie
word “ charges ” is too wido and vaguo ; bosHes, I havo not brought half so
many charges as Mr. Massey.
If ho will accept the trouble and responsibility, I shall be glad if you will
address future letters (containing the exact quotations requosted) to him
about the suggested apology from me.
I am sufficiently disinterested to be willing to be bound by his oqually dis
interested docision.—With much respect to you personally, yours vory truly.
____

W. H. Harrison.

The new hook, Spirit Identity, by “M.A. (Oxon), ” is published
to-day. About ten days hence it will be followed by A. Cleryiinwn on
Spiritualism, with a preface by Mrs. Makdougall Gregory. Next Mr.
Harrison's book will come out.
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AMERICAN TRIBUTE TO THE MEMORY OF THE LATE
GEORGE THOMPSON.

Thk respect for the memory of that firm Spiritualist, the
late Mr. George Thompson, the slavery abolitionist, and
former M.P. for the Tower Hamlets, is shown by a meeting
held in honour of his memory in Boston, Mass., and
reported as follows in The Boston Journal of Feb. 4th last:—
Tlie ranks of the Old Guard are being decimated by the inexorable
1 and of time. The Old Guard that fought in the van of the great
battle for the freedom of the African race, to beat off the manaeles from
the slave. A few remain, frosted and glorified by the touch of age, and
it was a happy idea that led the Wendell Phillips Club—composed of
the leading coloured citizens of the West End—to hold a reunion at the
North Russell-street Chureh last evening of the Old Guard of
Abolitionists in commemoration of the life and services of George
Thompson, the English Liberator, recently deceased. The Reception
Committee was composed of William H. Dupree, President of the
Club; Robert Morris, James M. Trotter, Lewis Hayden, II. S.
Brown, Janies H. Wolf, John J. Smith, George W. Lowther, and E.
W. Lawton, and the invitations were signed by George L. Ruffin,
Charles L. Mitchell, T. R. Watson, E. W. Smith, and G. H. "White as
Executive Committee. Among those present in addition to those named,
and most of whom were veterans in the anti-slavery ranks, were Dr.
Henry' I. Bowditch, the Hon. James N. Buifum and Charles Buffum (of
Lynn), Thomas L. Harmon, Robert Brown Mowry, Lewis Ford,
Robert Wolcott, William Crafts, the Rev. R. C. Waterstone, Father
Henson, Charles K. Whipple, and others. Letters, in addition to the
others noted below, were received from Wendell Phillips, Lydia Maria
Child, the Rev. James Freeman Clarke, Lysander S. Richards, and
George W. Carnes, regretting their inability to be present. Two large
paintings of Mr. Thompson were exhibited, and a large audience of
both white and coloured citizens listened with interest to the exercises.
Mr. "William H. Dupree, the President of the Club, called the meet
ing to order and read the circular call, after which the secretary, Mr.
James M. Trotter, read a poem which was addressed to Mr. Thompson
by Lydia Maria Child, in 1835 :—
I’ve heard theo when thy powerful words
Wore like tho cataract’s roar,
Or like tho ocean’s mighty waves
Resounding on the shore.
But even in reproof of sin
Lovo blooded over all,
As tho mild rainbow’s heavenly arch
Rosts on tho waterfall.
I’ve hoard thee in the hour of prayer,
Whon dangers woro around ;
Thy voice was like tho royal harp
That breath’d a charmed sound.
Tho evil spirit felt its power,
And howling turn'd away ;
And some, perchance, “who came to scoff,
Remained with thoo to pray.”
I’ve seen thee, too, in playful mood,
Whon words of magio spell
Dropp’d from thy lips like fairy gems,
That sparkled as thoy fell.
Still great and good ill every change !
Magnificent and mild!
As if a seraph’s godlike power
Dwelt in a little child.

Mr. George W. Putnam, who travelled for several years with Mr.
Thompson as his private secretary, then delivered a commemorative
address. He said his life was ^crowded with incidents intimately con
nected with the great reforms of the world. He was born in Liverpool
in 1804, and his father was for a time engaged in the African slave
trade, in which many prominent merchants were at that time engaged.
He went out as clerk on a slave ship, but as soon as he realised the
enormity of the traffic he sought means to leave the ship and return to
his home. His father was poor, and he had scant opportunity for
education, but he had a kind and loving mother. The religious element
in his nature was very strong. He was early employed as an under
secretary in tlie Methodist Mission House, and while there, from the
letters of the missionaries, he learned of the terrible effects of slavery
in the Colonies. Mr. Putnam proceeded to give somewhat in detail the
early life of Mr. Thompson, showing that he entered upon the anti
slavery work by answering an advertisement for an advocate of anti
slavery which was published by Zachary Macaulay, father of the great
historian; that when he commenced lecturing on Colonial slavery he
had never been to the West Indies and had never seen a slave, but his
eloquence overcame the forebodings of the Quakers with whom he w’as
first ealled to speak. He soon had such hosts of engagements through
out England that he travelled day and night to meet them, and his fame
as an orator became as familiar to the people as household words. His
boldness and courage knew no limits, and he met with a grand success
until Colonial slavery met its deathblow. In 1833 Mr. Garrison visited
England to enlist the sympathy of the English people for the American
slave, and one of the first persons he met was George Thompson, who
was just then, at the suggestion of Bingham and others, entering upon
the study of the law, but his sympathies were aroused, and he returned
to this country early in 1834. He was denounced from one end of the
eountry to the other, and he and his family were turned out of the hotel,
when he was given a home in the family of Arthur Tappan. In Boston
he was denounced by the press and the clergy, and the same Boston
mob that dragged Garrison through the streets with a halter around his
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neck thirsted for his life. The details of his being mobbed at Salem and
the plan which was laid to capture him and take him to Boston were
vividly described. He spoke a few times in the towns around Boston,
but under dangers and difficulties. One of these meetings, held at
Abington, the speaker described. His coming to this country was not
in vain, and when he returned to England he met with a warm welcome.
Incidents of his love of justice and his noble nature were given, and the
address throughout was marked by interesting personal incidents. In
1850, then a member of Parliament, he again visited Boston, and was
refused a hearing in Faneuil Hall, but the outrage on free speech was
too great to be borne, and Mr. Thompson was invited to "Worcester,
w’here a grand meeting was held. He also spoke at Plymouth, Fall
River, and other places, and was mobbed at Springfield, Rochester,
N.Y., and other towns. He was in Boston at the time of the excitement
over William and Ellen Crafts, and the visit made to them at the home
of Lewis Hayden by George Thompson and "William Lloyd Garrison in
secret on a bright Sabbath morning -was described with thrilling interest,
and a warm tribute was paid to Mr. Ilayden, who made his home the
fort of freedom.
In conclusion he spoke of the incidents of Mr. Thompson’s life after
his second return to England, and also gave accounts of the fidelity and
heroism of the coloured people during the rebellion. The attitude of the
English Government toward this country in its hour of peril, and the
good influence of George Thompson, was dwelt upon, and a description
given of the welcome accorded him on his third visit to this country in
1.864, when Governor Andrew presided at a grand reception given him
in the Music Hall. The address was throughout one of unusual interest,
and was most warmly applauded.
William Lloyd Garrison was then ealled upon and given a generous
welcome. It was nearly forty-eight years since he gave his first
address to the coloured people of Boston, and he was now speaking to
a new generation. The state of things at the South was now
deplorable in many respects. The coloured people were still deprived
of many of their rights, but thank God there is now no slavery. The
coloured people of the South will not be in full possession of their
rights for the next four years, possibly not in ten, but they would
1 i ultimately receive them. They were gaining in intelligence and
strength, and the South must beware of the future. He spoke of the
warm and devoted friendship of Mr. Thompson, and his labours in the
cause of freedom and humanity. There never was a more modest
man, but he had great power to move the hearts of men. He was a
grand character, but how misunderstood. He has gone to his reward,
and his memory should be held precious to the latest generation. Mr.
Garrison read an interesting reminiscence of Mr. Thompson which
had been sent by Lydia Maria Child, describing an incident of a
meeting held at Julian Hall in 1835, when the Southerners attempted
to get possession of him and send him South in a South Carolina vessel
waiting at the wharf. According to a preconcerted plan twenty-five
or thirty ladies gathered around him and conveyed him behind a green
curtain, when he passed into a warehouse and was safely carried away
by his anti-slavery friends. Mr. Garrison also read the placard
which called the mob around the Liberator office, offering a reward
of 100 dols. for the first person who should lay violent hands on
Thompson, that he might be ‘‘ brought to the tar kettle by twelve
o’clock.” In conclusion, he said if the coloured people were shot
down now they were shot down not as slaves, but as American
citizens, and American citizens were not to be shot down with
impunity. They would have, he trusted, a president by-and-by with
a backbone. President Hayes seems to have been deluded by the idea
that conceding everything to the South, they would concede everything
to the coloured people. The wrord “ conciliation ” had become as
loathsome as the word “ compromise.” The following letter from Mr.
Charles L. Mitchell from the poet Whittier was also read by Mr.
Garrison :—
Oak Knoll, Danvers, 2nd mo,, 2nd, 1S79.

Dear Fuiend,—I am sorry that it is not in my powor to attend tho com
memoration meeting to-morrow at the ohuroh in North Russoll-stroot, but I
cannot lot the occasion pass without expressing my profound respect for the
character of George Thompson, and my high estimate of his sorvicos to tho
cause of human freedom. It was my privilege to give him the shelter of my
roof for two or three weeks, when his life was endangered by mob-violence,
then at its height, and whon it was not safe to let our neighbours know that
he was our guest. I was with him at the time of his greatest peril, when we
were surrounded by a mob of hundreds of excited men, from whom we were
providentially rescued, not without encountering personal violence. I can
bear testimony to the courage, fidolity, and self-sacrifice which ho manifested
in that terriblo year, whon press and pulpit, caucus and Legislature, were
everywhere hounding on tho people against us. Of liis gifts as a public
speaker and debater I scarcely need speak. No one who had tho pleasure of
hearing it can ovor forgot the power of his oratory. In tho long list of those
who laboured and sufforod as abolitionists, I know of no one more efficient, no
one more deserving of grateful remombranco. The friend of Wilberforce and
Clarkson, O’Connell and Brougham, all of whom bore testimony to his worth
as a man and his eloquence as an orator, he rests with them from his labours,
as must soon rest all who participated in the long struggle for the slave’s
froodom. Whoever else, in the lapso of years, may bo forgotton, I trust the
childron and the children’s children of the race for whom ho laboured will
keep his memory green.—Thy friend,
Jons G. Wiiittieb.

Father Henson—the original from whom the character of Uncle Tom
was drawn by Mrs. Stowe—said that the first abolition lecture he ever
heard was by Gerrit Smith in 1833, and in .1834 he united with Janies
G. Burney in advocacy of the cause. In 1838 he came to Boston and
saw Mr. Garrison, Francis Jackson, Lawyer Sewell, and some other
friends. The year of full deliverance and jubilee was yet to come. He
wanted the rising generation to make their footsteps sure and strong.
In his characteristically happy manner he entertained the audience for
some time.
The Hon. Jatnes N. Buffum, of Lynn, gave some interesting-
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reminiscences of his early experience in the anti-Blavery cause, in
which he had been educated.
The Bev. Bobert C. Waterston spoke of the testimonial to Mr.
Garrison, which was the fruit of a seed dropped by Mr. Thompson.
Mr. Lewis Hayden spoke briefly of the significance of the gathering,
thanked the old "abolitionists for their labours in the name both of
the living and the unborn, and expressed the wish that their presence
and their labours could be graven upon the minds and souls of the
children.
It was well toward midnight when the meeting, after expressing
its thanks for the address, dissolved by singing “ John Brown’s Body.’’
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SCIENCE AND SPIKITUALISM.
BY HENRY O. ATKINSON, AUTHOR OF “ LETTERS TO JIISS MARTINEAU.”

Thebe are two sides or more to most questions : you may
add a column of figures up or down ; you may question
whether the egg was first or the hen ; and you may question
Mr. Darwin in vain as to how the sexes came to be
differentiated and correlated; but of the jargon about natural
selection, Pangenesis, and the survival of the fittest, I am
sick and tired. Mr. Darwin says that the female selects her
mate for his more decorated and handsome appearance; Mr.
Wallace says very much the reverse : whereas a ny simple
observer, free from theories, sees that with the lower animals
it has no relation to any superior beauty at all.
The sex question, and the question of origin, growth,
change, and reproduction cannot be ignored by Spiritualists,
as has been the case ; for surely if there be one fact more of
a spiritual character than another, it is the germ question
termed “Pangenesis”—the question of how the germ cell
becomes possessed of the tendency and ability to develop
into a living complex being, similar to the one from which it
is derived. The transmitted character, ability, and tendency
to development into a form of such a correlated, and inter
related, and inter-dependent organism, as that of a man, or
horse, or butterfly, is most unaccountable, hence the notion
of abstract metaphysical “ Forms ” on which the matter is
cast or moulded, the fancy of Plato denounced by Bacon. I
used to think that the matter in question, on leavening
principles, as it were, would come under some form of the
law of animal magnetism, but do not now see how that
would account for a small piece of a bignonia leaf developing
into a complete plant. Here we may indeed pause and
wonder—wonder defined as “ knowledge broken off.” We
must remember that the mystery does not only concern the
living form, for even in respect to the formation of crystals
Professor Tyndall says : “ There is something, in my opinion,
which the mind of man has never yet seized ; but which, so
far as research has penetrated, is found indissolubly joined
with matter.” But a something joined rather leads back
to Plato’s “Forms,” yet it shows what an eternal puzzle it
is, and how the human mind ever struggles to solve it.
Now, if matter be formed of spirit, its nature is still that of
spirit; and if spirit, on the other hand, is an essence from
matter, as Milton gives it, then spirit is of the nature of
matter, so that work the figures up or down it comes to the
same thing. We must beware of taking words for things,
or even thoughts for things, for when we talk of mind in
nature, or of structural principles, or formative laws, or of
“ Forms,” we do but use words for an unknown element
better expressed as X, because that does not mislead with
the pretence of a faint appearance where all is darkness.
Even the terms law and principle are without meaning in
such a case, because a law is the rule, and not what rules,
The word “ spirit” has never yet been defined. It is a great
point to know what we do not yet know, but what, is to be
known, and I believe that we must look for a light on the
principles of development through the facts of Spiritualism
chiefly. The real cause we can never know, but the laws of
transfer and the source and principles of the effects we nmy
know, as we know the law of attraction, and by it account
for the tides. To begin, we must record the facts of that
vital mesmeric force involved in the investing of the new
matter with the special life-character of the plant or animal,
as the case may be, and to which the germ, partaking in a
latent way of the whole nature or tendency so to develop to
a similar form, must, I think, bear some relation, except
or the difficulty of the bit of bignonia leaf referred to.
Boulogne-sur-Mor, Franco.
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A SEANCE IN A HAUNTED HOUSE IN NATAL.
Aylward, in his book The Transvaal of To-day, relates

the following story of a “ haunted house ” in Natal“ On
the arrival of the party of investigators and exorcists an
armed watch was placed around the house outside. . . . The
guard being posted, seven men entered the house and care
fully fastened all the doors and windows. . . . The candles
were lighted and in deep silence the watch was commenced. Ten
minutes after the arrival of the guests the seance commenced
by the fall of half-a-dozen pomegranates on the table.
This was succeeded by a shower of gravel, the small stones
of which I had the curiosity to inspect. No pebbles of a
similar nature were to be found within ten miles of the
place. One of the guards got up to examine the pome
granates. He had no sooner left his chair than it was flung
with great violence after him ; then lumps of ironstone, the
smallest of which weighed ten pounds, began dropping from
unexpected places, and a mass of clay appeared to tumble
through the roof, breaking and scattering about the floor as
if it had come from a considerable height. The remarkable
feature about the whole affair was that not one missile struck
or injured any of the large party now assembled in the small
room. Their excitement was increased by hearing a violent
banging at one of the shuttered openings, but which, as we
afterwards learned, attracted no attention from the outside
guard. McCormyck, who is still a living witness of the
facts of this entertainment, being, after his own fashion, a
pious man, determined to show the power of his faith and the
strength of his exorcisms at his command. He stood up
with uncovered head and boldly addressed the ghost in Irish,
ordering it in the most solemn manner, and by the most
sacred influence known to Christians, to retire to where the
wicked ought to cease from troubling, and the weary are pre
sumed—by all but Spiritualists—to take their rest. Whether
led on by his subject, he went too far or not I cannot say ;
he was stopped in the midst of a torrent of eloquence by
what he afterwards described as a i kick from a three-yearold in fact, a ‘ young paving stone ’ brought him to his
senses and his seat at the same time. This violent counter
attack was too much for the visitors; already in a state of
high alarm, they . . flung open the doors and dashed out into
the moonlight, followed by showers of stones, mealie cobs,
potatoes, pomegranates, oranges, and all the handy weapons
of South African spiritual warfare that the deceased had
accumulated—where ? ”
Aylward relates another South African “ghost story” as
follows:—“A gentleman, whois most intimate with me,
was riding one day on a road skirted on the left by high
embankments, while the right sloped away into grassy
meadows, when a thunderstorm coming up from behind,
caused him to look back, that he might calculate whether he
could reach the town, two miles in front of him, without
being caught in the rain. The horse, as horses will, looked
around and backward at the same time. In a moment the
brute was madly plunging, striving to bolt up the high bank,
and endeavouring with evident terror, to get away from some
fearful thing. ... It was 4 p.m. on an ordinary summer
afternoon. . . . Strongly interested by the fear so palpably
exhibited by his horse, . . . the rider again turned his eyes
towards the rapidly approaching storm. ... He was not a
superstitious man, he was not drunk, or suffering from low
spirits, or ‘ want of spirits,’ and yet he saw in the broad day
light, coming floating towards him, with outstretched arms
in front of the moving mass of rain, but several feet raised
from the earth, a young, fair, ethereal, golden-haired female,
whose robes of glittering white trailed just over the highest
points of the grass. She spoke not, but came steadily down
upon him in advance of the storm. His horse now kicked and
plunged more madly than ever, and at length, wild with
terror, snapped the strong bridle reins into pieces, and tore
away in headlong flight straight down the roadway to the
distant village. . . . Twice during the headlong gallop, the
rider turned his head to watch the swiftly following rain,
which was still preceded by the fair girl and her outstretched
arms.
The new offices of The Spiritualist will be in the neighbourhood of
Piccadilly or Pall-mall.
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SEANCES WITH A MODIFIED CABINET.—SLATE-WRITING
MANIFESTATIONS.
BY

CHARLES
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BLACKBURN.

Miss Cook is here for a little change from London, and I,
■with others, have had several stances with her, so that I
inmlit form a better judgment of the progress of the
development of the manifestations than from any weekly
reports to ine by herself or Signor Rondi.
I find that the spirit can now, by practice, dispense with
the old form of cabinet. This is an immense advance in
proving the truth of materialisation ; but the medium is still
compelled to sit behind a curtain with her back to the light,
and that light must be very small; Miss Cook is placed in
an arm-chair, whilst lookers-on, who sit round, can dimly
see her. She then goes slowly into a high state of sensitive
ness, and a strong light would stop or prevent the conditions
necessary to enable the form to arise from her, therefore the
sndden admission of light at that time would act like an
electric shock on the medium, and drive the spirit form
instantly back from whence it sprang, besides seriously
hurting Miss Cook. But by arrangement of the sitters we can
always prove that two separate forms are there together and
solid at the same time, which is the point to substantiate.
After this prelude I will report a seance.
On Friday, the 21st, I invited Mr. A. B., of Rochdale;
Mr. B., of Eccles ; Mr. J. A., of Pendleton ; and Mr. G. of
Withington, who, with my daughter, myself, and medium,
formed the party, which met at seven o’clock in my library.
We placed ourselves in total darkness first, round an oval
table, for physical disturbances, but very little power was
present. The medium, in tight black velvet dress, sat
between Mr. A. B. and Mr. J. A., and they held her hands,
but the tambourine, and bell, and iron ring, and table soon
began to knock about, and also the medium’s chair, which
amused the two (who all the time held both the medium’s
hands), for some force would not let them replace her chair,
so we struck a light and began a materialisation seance. We
placed the medium in an arm-chair, drew a green baize
curtain at her back, about a yard, which shielded her
shoulders and head from a small gaslight, and she wrapped
her shoulders and neck up in a woollen shawl; she also had
on her tight boots with very many buttons. Our seats were
in a half circle in a corner of the room, close around her.
Mr. A. B. and Mr. J. A. sat where they could sec the spirit
forming, and Mr. B., of Eccles, sat behind the medium’s back.
Shortly Mr. A. B. said: “ I see something white forming
about the medium’s feet.” This in time grew bigger
until of full size, and stood near Mr. A. B., who called out
to Mr. B., of Eccles, “ I should like you to put your hand
over the chair back, and feel for the medium’s head.” He
did so, and replied, “ Yes, she is here in deep trance.” The
form let us feel her muslin drapery, and asked Mr. A. B. to
feel her ears; he did so, and found no earrings, or holes for
them. She then asked him to feel her medium’s ears; he
did so, and found on her ears, while she was in trance, two
pairs of coral earrings. He asked permission to feel the
spirit’s feet, which were bare, and he did so; but the medium
had boots and stockings on. My daughter was asked by the
spirit to go inside and take hold of both hands of the
medium. She did so, whilst the form drew more curtain
round her medium. My daughter called out, “ I have now
hold of both hands of the medium, and I feel on my right,
next you, all the spirit drapery.” Just at that moment the
spirit opened the curtain a little, and showed herself. She
said she must then go. She bade us each “Good night,” and
we gradually turned on more light, finding the medium, as
at first, without any white drapery whatever. Thus ended
that stance.
On Sunday, 23rd February, myself and Miss Blackburn
tried another phase of mediumship with Miss Cook, viz.,
“ slate writing,” and were successful, though we also tried at
the seance on the 21st, but nothing came.
W e three sat at the same oval table as before with the gas
half down, and Miss Cook between us. I took the slate,
and with a long pencil I wrote (unknown to the ladies), a
few questions to the spirit, and received answers to each as
follows. The medium had her left elbow on the table, with
her head on her hand, whilst her right hand received the
slate from inc with a crumb of pencil on it. The slate was

placed with questions upwards, facing the under part of the,
table top, Miss Cook’s four fingers supporting the slate, and
her thumb in view on the top of table :—
First Q.—Why did you not come and write for us at last seance ?
A.—Because I was too tired, Lilley.
Second Q.—Will you write for us now on top of table ?
A.—I will shortly, with your hand on slate.
Third Q.—Why did you not go to the ladies’ bedroom last night ?
A.—I did, but both were asleep.
Fourth Q.—Can’t you get another spirit to write in French or
English, and let us see what difference in writing ?
A..—T will in a little while.
Fifth Q.—Write us a long message about anything ?
A.—I will write MissB., but do go on talking.

The slate was here given to medium again with a crumb of
pencil on it, and we heard the writing of the following :—
I shall want to ask you a question, Miss I!., to-night, butd on’t tell Katie.
Sixth Q.—Now, give one proof on the top of the table, with slate,
before we go to supper, and then another dark seance.

The slate was then cleaned, a crumb of pencil placed on
top of table and covered by slate; the medium and myself
placed our hands on it, and instantly we heard the following
written :—
A.—This is sufficient prooffor aU.

After supper we had a dark seance, and my daughter aud
self held both hands of the medium. The table and play
things became literally alive and dangerous; the medium
shot upwards, her nose hitting the gaselier, and she called
loudly to us not to cease holding her, and in that standing-up
position the iron ring was put on my wrist. She was then
gently let down. Next, the chairs were piled on the table,
and I was obliged to “ light up ” and end it.
Parkfield, Didsbury, near Manchester, February 24, 1879.

THE LATE MR. GEORGE THOMPSON’S RECOGNITION OF
SPIRITUALISM.

“ Concerning the remarkable stance held at Liverpool
described by Mrs. Nos worthy, we (Psychological Review) arc
favoured by Dr. Flitchman with a copy of the following
letter, addressed to him by Mr. Thompson after his return to
his home in Leeds :—
“‘30, Francis-street, Leeds, 4th October, 1875.

“ c My dear Doctor,—. . . I am constrained to assure you
that I shall ever esteem it a great pleasure and privilege to
have been brought so intimately acquainted with you during
my recent week’s residence under my daughter’s roof in
Liverpool; and by so doing to have been able in some degree
to become aware of your exceptionally high talent and deep
learning, and to enjoy opportunities of appreciating, in a
practical manner, the noble purposes to which you have
devoted such splendid gifts, in the acquisition of new truth,
even to modern Spiritualism. I have read your lecture on
that and kindred subjects in science and philosophy—de
livered in the Cutlers’ Hall, Sheffield, as well as your papers
recited in the Report of the British Scientific Association on
“ Anatomy of Intellect ”—with pleasure and profit. What
we saw in Boundary-lane I hope you will give an account of
in scientific and literary detail, since such rare and stupendous
psychological experiences serve as a sort of further mathe
matical demonstration, by means of visible, tangible, audible
facts of the truth in nature of your well-devised a priori
hypothesis of a future life. To witness the materialisation,
step by step, as it were, of previously unseen intelligent
forces, or supermundane existences, from the merest outline,
or nebulous mist, to handsome, majestic, living personifica
tions of soul and spirit, nay, cultured refined minds, clad in
temporary framework of the most ornate Oriental grandeur
and brilliancy, to be privileged to witness all this is, I repeat,
something to be so thankful to God for, as to render the
language of man inadequate to depict.
“ ‘ Altogether, Mr. B------ ’s mediumship has evinced, to
my entire satisfaction, in every phase of psychological
phenomena, such wonders of Spiritualism as have never been
equalled or approached in America throughout a protracted
inquiry, and in presence of distinguished persons and ex
cellent mediums of cither sex. 1 shall ponder deeply and
reverently on the sublime nature and solemn meaning of
Spiritualism in future, with a view more completely to
understand the true mission of this new revelation of
heaven to earth, or angels to mortals, and what may be its
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important results. I am unutterably thankful for the
blessings and favours already vouchsafed to me, in this
respect, at Liverpool, and will gladly return at any time to
witness such a seance, and under such conditions............. —I
remain, my dear Doctor, yours most fraternally,

“ ‘ G-eobge
“ ‘ William Hitohman, Esq., M.D., &c., Liverpool.’ ”
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THE FUNERAL OF DR. HALLOCK.

{From “ Mind and Matter,’' Philadelphia, January 25th.)
Dr. Robert T. Hallock, President of the First Society of Spirit
ualists of New York, passed to the spirit world on Friday evening,
January 17. He was seventy-three years old. His father and his
grandfather were Quaker farmers at Milton on the Hudson, and both
were noted as preachers. After aiding his father for a few seasons in
farm work, he studied medicine, and practised for several years in
Utica as a mesmerist and homoeopathist. He was a regular attendant
at anti-slavery meetings, but rarely as a speaker, and on coming to
New York in 1852 he became interested in Spiritualism. In con
nection with Robert Dale Owen, Judge Edmonds, Dr. Gray, and
MessrB. Partridge, Fishbough, and Brittan, he investigated its pheno
mena, and from a materialist he became a firm believer in a spiritual
life. Pie was the founder of the Spiritual Conference in New York
city. Pie was also a member of the Polytechnic and Geographical
Societies of the Liberal and Farmers’ Clubs. At each of these he was
a regular attendant.
After his marriage, eighteen years ago, to the mother of Ella and
Linda Dietz, well known as actresses, he became a strong advocate of
women suffrage, and a frequent speaker. He listened, apparently in
good health, at the Liberal Club, on Friday last, to a metaphysical
lecture by Stephen Pearl Andrews, entitled “ The Composition of
Lemonade,” and subsequently, without participating in the debate,
went into an ante-room to sit by the stove. There he was attacked by
heart disease, and he . fell to the floor. He died an hour after being
sent home. Pie was conscious, and expecting to recover to the last. He
leaves four children.
On Sunday the Spiritual Conference, in the Harvard Rooms,
passed resolutions that the chair adjoining the platform, in which the
doctor regularly sat, should be draped with black, and remain indefi
nitely vacant.
Mrs. Frances V. Hallock, his widow, her son, Frank Dietz, and her
daughter, Ella Dietz, are at present in London, England. The
doctor’s only son, Mr. "Waverly Hallock, and his wife, of Brooklyn,
and Miss Linda Dietz, a well-known actress of the Union-square
Theatre, and the deceased’s sister, Mrs. Allen, were among the near
relatives present.
The funeral services were held at his late residence, 140, East
Fifteenth-street, at half-past ten o’clock on Tuesday morning, January
21st. Relatives and a large number of friends gathered to pay the last
solemn rites.
Mr. John Tyerman, of Australia, who is temporarily stopping in
the city, said he had been called upon to say a word before Mrs.
Brigham delivered the address. “ If a man die shall he live again ? ”
He spoke of the deceased as being a true disciple in the faith, and
though he was stricken down suddenly and without warning, he
believed that he was ready to go. Death was a part of the constitution
of things as well as life. He rejoiced that the friend and brother
before him was a true believer. To the surviving friends he expressed
his tenderest sympathies, and hoped that ere long the ties temporarily
separated would be united in a region where they would be broken
asunder no more for ever. He hoped that the survivors would so live
from day to day as to have nothing to fear, and would be enabled to
say at last that they had left the world something better for having
lived in it; that they had scattered a few seeds of truth by the wayside,
and passing on and having done this, would reap their reward where
tears and death are for ever unknown.
Mrs. Nellie J. Brigham then offered prayer, after which she
delivered the funeral discourse. She based her remarks upon the
words, “ Behold, I send to you the comforter, even the spirit of
truth.”
An opportunity was afforded to take a last look at the remains.
The pall-bearers were Professor S. B. Brittan, Messrs. Charles
Partridge, William Fishbough, and C. O. Poole. The corpse was
then taken to Milton, on the Hudson, the doctor’s birthplace, for
interment.
Among those who were present at the funeral we noticed Andrew
Jackson Davis, Dr. J. Y. Mansfield, Charles H. Foster, Henry J.
Newton, Mrs. John L. O’Sullivan, Mr. Charles E. Miller (President of
the Brooklyn Society of Spiritualists), Mrs. S. B. Nichols, Mr. Kink,
Mr. and Mrs. Bisco, Mrs. Webb, Mr. Loomis, Mr. Phillips, Mr.
Cohn, Mr. Alfred Weldon, Mrs. Lillie Deveraux Blake, Mrs. Charlotte
Fowler Wells (widow of the late S. R. Wells), Mrs. Helen M. Cook
(Corresponding Secretary of the Woman’s Suffrage Society), Mrs.
Henry J. Newton (Secretary of the Sorosis), Mrs. Dr. C. L. Rowe,
Mrs. H. M. Slocum, Mrs. Jenny Croly (Jenny June), Mrs. Cranz,
Mrs. Jacobs, Mrs. Hull, Mr. Coleman, and others.
The Rev. John Tyerman will lecture at Doughty Hall next Sunday
evening. He leaves London for Australia in the steam-ship Cuzco, on
the 24th of next month.
The paper to be read before the National Association of Spiritualists
by Dr. Wyld next Monday is entitled “ Christian Occultism,” or Esoteric
Christianity.

DR. SLADE AND “ SPIRIT IDENTITY.”
BY C. C. MASSEY.

read with much interest the Australian account of
Dr. Slade, published in your last number. Ho one will
accuse me of being other than a friend of Dr. Slade; but I
must say that he will assuredly come to grief, and bring the
occult phenomena of which he is so great a medium into
discredit, if he continues to assert that he obtains “ messages
from deceased friends and relatives of those who choose to
consult him.” In some cases this may be so; though I
have heard of none that would bear examination. But in
most of Slade’s “ messages ” this is almost, and in some
quite, demonstrably not so.
One of my own earliest
experiments with him in England anticipated . Professor
Lancaster’s—that of writing a fictitiousname—and I obtained
a truly affectionate and edifying reply under conditions which
made any physical agency of Slade absolutely impossible.
But as long as public mediums keep up the “ spirit identity ”
delusion—delusion, I mean, as regards the general run of
their manifestations—and
as long as the belief of
Spiritualists hacks up this delusion, so long will investiga
tion be weighted by a prejudice from which it ought long ago
to have been freed by the experience of intelligent observers.
Slade himself must surely know by this time that most of
his messages are quite untrustworthy as regards their pre
tended origin, and I can only hope that he is misreported
in his alleged assertion to the contrary. Very probably this
is so, as hardly anything that a medium says or does is
fairly reported in the newspapers. But if my words can
reach him at this distance, lot me entreat him, as a
friend and well-wisher, not to do his manifestations the
injustice of weighting them withatestthat theymostcertainly
cannot hear.
I have

Temple, February 21, 1879.

MR. AND MRS. VARLEY’S BALL.
Last Tuesday night Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Varley gave a ball to their
friends, at St. James’s Hall, London. Among those present were
several known to the readers of these pages, namely—Mr., Mrs., and
Miss Crookes, Mr. H. D. Jencken, Mrs. Kate Fox-Jeneken, Mr. Algernon
Joy, Mr. and Mrs. Desmond Fitz-Gerald, and Mr. Harrison.
At a supper party in the course of the evening, Mr. Spagnoletti pro
posed the health of Mr. and Mrs. Yarley, and was warmly supported
by all present. Mr. Varley then said that for a long time he had been
unable to appear in public, because of bad health brought on by too
much head-work, hut he hoped henceforth to go on with pleasure to
himself, happiness to his friends, and utility to mankind. He was
pleased to see that assemblage of his dear friends around himself and
Mrs. Yarley that evening, and hoped to welcome them at his house, in
the pure air of the country.
Mr. Frederick Varley proposed “ The Ladies,” and Mr. Harrison, in
responding on their behalf, said that, like many other newspaper men,
he could criticise other people’s speeches, but broke down himself on
the two or three occasions he had tried to make extemporaneous
speeches at festive gatherings. It was a great pleasure to him to meet
Mr. and Mrs. Varley again ; Mr. Varley had always been a close friend,
and years ago had not only instructed him much in science, but in
matters of religion had placed him in a position to learn much about
the life hereafter.
Mr. Desmond Fitz-Gerald proposed “The Health of the Visitors.”
He considered Mr. Crookes to be the greatest scientific man of modern
times. Mr. Varley’s characteristics were great originality and power of
application; he was glad Mr. Varley was about to return to the work
of his profession, but supposing that lie retired from it that evening, he
had made a great mark in the scientific world, and his name would be
connected for all time with the science of electricity. (Applause.) He
had not always agreed with Mr. Varley on scientific points, but found
him to be a foeman worthy of his steel.
Mr. Varley said that -Mr. Fitz-Gerald had made allusion to days
when the possibility of laying Atlantic cables was a great question. In
solving the question he (Mr. Varley) had for his colleague one of the
most able scientific men of the day, Sir William Thomson, and Michael
Faraday, his cousin, worked in alliance with him. Between them
they discovered and laid down all the laws connected with the working
of long deep-sea cables. He thought that at the latter end of the
nineteenth century the name best known in connection with .English
science would be that of Mr. William Crookes. (Applause.) He had
performed valuable experiments in such a patient way, and had never
committed himself to any theory he could not demonstrate ; in short,
he had built up a great scientific reputation. After a few remarks
about Professor Ayrton, Mr. Jencken, Q.C., Mr. Harrison, Mr.
Chandler Roberts, of the Royal Mint, Mr. Spagnoletti, Mr. Loeffler,
and others, Mr. Varley sat down amid loud applause.
The guests, who had been so hospitably welcomed, then adjourned
to the hall, and dancing was kept up till a late, or rather early, hour.
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THE MEMORIAL TO THE UNITED STATES’ GOVERNMENT
ABOUT SPIRITUALISM.
In 1854 a memorial, drawn up at request by the Rev. S.

B. Britain, about Spiritualism, and signed by 15,000
persons, was presented to the Congress of the United States,
praying for- a commission of investigation into Spiritualism,
and we think it desirable to put this historical document on
record in these pages. At the request of Governor Tall
madge, of Wisconsin, General Sheilds presented the memo
rial, which is here appended :—
“A MEMORIAL
“ To the Honourable the Members of the Senate and House of Representatives
.
of the United States, in Congress assembled:

“ Your memorialists, citizens of the Republic of the
United States of America, most respectfully beg leave to
represent before your honourable body that certain physical
and mental phenomena, of questionable origin and mysterious
import, have of late occurred in this country, and in almost all
parts of Europe, and the same are now so prevalent, especially
in the northern, middle, and western sections of the Union,
as to engross a large- share of the [public attention. The
peculiar nature of the subject to which the memorialists desire
to solicit the attention of your honourable body, may be
inferred from the partial analysis of its phenomenal aspects,
which are imperfectly comprehended in the following brief
generalisation:—
“ First.—An occult force exhibited in sliding, raising,
arresting, holding, suspending, and otherwise disturbing
numerous ponderable bodies, apparently in direct opposition
to the acknowledged laws of matter, and altogether
transcending the accredited powers of the human mind, is
manifested to thousands of intelligent and discriminating
persons, while the human senses have hitherto failed to
detect to the satisfaction of the public either the primary or
proximate causes of these phenomena.
“ Second.—Lights of various forms and colours, ancTof dif
ferent degrees of intensity, appear in dark rooms where no
substances exist which are liable to develop chemical action or
phosphorescent illumination, and in the absence of all the
means and instruments whereby electricity is generated or
combustion produced.
“Third-—Another general class of the phenomena which
we desire to bring to the notice of your august body is pre
sented in the variety of sounds which are now extremely
frequent in their occurrence, widely diversified in their
character, and more or less significant in their import.
These consist, in part, of certain inysterions rappings which
appear to indicate the presence of an invisible intelli
gence ; sounds such as are occasioned by the prosecution of
several mechanical and other occupations are often heard;
there ' are others which resemble the hoarse voices of the winds
and waves, with which, occasionally, harsh, creaking sounds
are mingled, similar to those produced by the masts and rig
ging of a ship while it is labouring in a rough sea.
“At times powerful concussions occur, not unlike distant
thunder or the discharge of artillery, accompanied by an
oscillatory movement of surrounding objects, and in some
instances by a vibratory or tremulous motion of the floor of
the apartment; or, it may be, of the whole house wherein the
phenomena occur.
“ On other occasions harmonic sounds - are heard as of
human voices, but more frequently resembling the tones of
various musical instruments, among which those of the fife,
drum, trumpet, guitar, harp, and piano have been myste
riously and successfully represented, both with and without
the instruments; and in either case, without any apparent
human or other visible agency.
“These phenomena appear to depend, so far as regards
the process of their production, on the acknowledged
principles of acoustics.
“There is obviously a distinction of the sensational
medium of the auditory nerves, - occasioned by an undulating
movement of the air, though by what means these atmos
pheric undulations- are produced does not appear to the
satisfaction of acute observers.
"
“ Fourth.—All the functions of the human body and mind
are often and strangely influenced in what may appear to
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be certain abnormal states of the system, and by causes
which are neither adequately defined nor understood. The
invisible power frequently interrupts what we are accustomed
to denominate the normal operation of the faculties, sus
pending sensation and the capacity for voluntary motion,
checking the circulation of the animal fluids, and reducing
the temperature of the limbs and portions of the body to a
death-like coldness and rigidity. Indeed, in some instances,
respiration is entirely suspended for a season—it may be for
hours or days together—after which the faculties of the mind
and functions of the body are fully restored.
“ It is, moreover, confidently asserted that these pheno
mena have been succeeded, in numerous cases, by permanent
mental and physical derangement, and it is positively
affirmed and believed that many persons who were suffering
from organic defects, or from protracted and apparently
incurable diseases, have been suddenly relieved or entirely
renovated by the same mysterious agency.
“ It may not be improper to observe, in this connection,
that two general hypotheses obtain with respect to the origin
of these remarkable phenomena.
“ The one ascribes them to the power and intelligence of
departed spirits, operating on and through the subtle and
imponderable elements which pervade and permeate all
material forms; and this, it should be observed, accords
with the ostensible claims and pretensions of the manifestations themselves.
“ Among those who accept this hypothesis will be found a
large number of our fellow-citizens, who are alike distinguished for their moral worth, intellectual powers and
attainments, as well as for their eminent social position and
political influence.
“ Others, not less distinguished in all the relations of life,
reject this conclusion, and entertain the opinion that the
acknowledged principles of physics and metaphysics will
enable scientific inquirers to account for all the facts in a
rational and satisfactory manner. While your memorialists
cannot agree on this question, but have honestly arrived at
widely different conclusions respecting the probable causes
of the phenomena herein described, they beg - leave, most
respectfully, to assure your honourable body they nevertheless most cordially - concur in the opinion that the alleged
phenomena do really occur, and that their mysterious origin,
peculiar nature, and important bearing on the interests of
mankind demand for them a patient, thorough, and scientific
investigation.
“ It cannot reasonably be denied that the various pheno
mena to which the memorial refers are likely to produce important and lasting results, permanently affecting the physical
condition, mental development, and moral character of a
large number of the American people.
“ It is obvious that these occult powers do influence the
essential principles of health and life, of thought and action,
and hence they may be destined to modify the conditions of
our being, the faith and philosophy of the age, and the
government of the world.
“ Moreover, deeming it to be intrinsically proper, and at
the same time strictly compatible with the cardinal objects
and essential spirit of our institutions, to address the representatives of the people, concerning any and every subject
which may be fairly presumed to involve the discovery of new
principles, which must or may issue in momentous consesequences to mankind, we, your fellow-citizens, whose
names are appended to this memorial, earnestly desire to be
heard on this occasion.
“ In pursuance, therefore, of the objects contemplated by
the present memorialists, and in view of the facts and reasons
herein contained or referred to, your fellow-citizens most
respectfully petition your honourable body for the appointment of a scientific commission to which the subject shall be
referred, and for such an appropriation as shall enable the
commissioners to prosecute their inquiries to a successful
termination. Believing that the progress of science and the
true interests of mankind will be greatly promoted by the
proposed investigation, the undersigned venture to indulge
the hope that their requests will be approved and sanctioned
by the wisdom of your honourable body.
“ And to this end the petitioners will ever pray.”
The National Intelligencer of Washington, April, 1854,
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discuss the art of war with Caesar, nor a counsellor who would not
argue points of law with Cicero.’
“ These were spiritual manifestations worth paying for, and our
“ I beg leave to present to the Senate a petition with some fifteen >
degenerate mediums would have to hide their diminished heads in the
thousand, names appended to it upon a very singular and novel subject. j
presence of Cagliostro.
“ The petitioners represent that certain physical and mental phe- i (
“It would be a curious inquiry to’follow this occult science through
nomena of mysterious import have become so prevalent in this country
j all its phases of mineral and animal magnetism, &c., until we reach the
and Europe as to engross a large share of public attention.”
j j present and slowest phase of all, spiritual manifestations; but I have
[General Shields then proceeded to give a summary of the principal (! said enough to show the truth of Buckles’s beautiful aphorism, ‘ The
features of the memorial, the reiteration of which would be unnecessary
> j credulity of dupes is as inexhaustible as the invention of knaves.’
in this place. At the conclusion of that portion of his address, he projj
“ This speech was received with considerable attention, but was fre
ceeded as follows :—]
j
quently interrupted by laughter.
“ I have now given a faithful synopsis of this petition, which, how)
“ Mr.Weller—What does the senator propose to do with the petition?
ever unprecedented in itself, has been prepared with singular ability,
j
“Mr. Petit—Let it be referred to three thousand clergymen?
presenting the subject with great delicacy and moderation.
(Laughter.)
“I make it a rule to present any petition to the Senate which is )
“ Mr. Weller—I suggest that it be referred to the committee on
respectful in its terms; but having discharged this duty I may be per- (
foreign relations. (Laughter.)
mitted to say that the prevalence of this delusion at this age of the j
“ Mr. Shields—I am willing to agree to the reference.
world among any considerable portion of our citizens must originate, j
“Mr. Weller—It may be that we may have to enter into foreign
in my opinion, in a defective system of education, or in a partial ( relations with these spirits. (Laughter.) If so, it is a proper subject
derangement of the mental faculties, produced by a diseased condition j for the consideration of that committee. It may be necessary for
of the physical organisation. I cannot, therefore, believe that it exists {
Americans to inquire if they lose their citizenship when they leave this
to the extent indicated in this petition.
world. It may be expedient that all these grave questions should be
“Different ages of the world have had their peculiar delusions. )
considered by the committee on foreign relations, of which I am an
Alchemy occupied the attention of eminent men for several centuries, ( humble member. I move its reference to that committee.
but there was something sublime in alchemy. The philosopher’s stone j
“Mr. 'Mason—I really think it has been made manifest by the
or the transmutation of metals into gold; the elixir vitie which would )
honourable senator who has presented the petition that he has gone
preserve youth and beauty, and prevent old age, decay, and de ath, were ( further into the subject than any of us. I would, therefore, suggest
blessings which poor humanity ardently desired, and which alchemy ( that it should either go to a select committee on his motion, or be
sought to discover by perseverance and piety. Boger Bacon, one of the ) referred to the military committee, of which he is chairman. Certainly
greatest alchemists and greatest men of the thirteenth century, while
the committee on foreign relations has nothing to do with it. Perhaps
searching for the philosopher’s stone, discovered the telescope, burning
it would be better to let the petition lie upon the table.
glasses, and gunpowder.
“Mr. Shields—This is an important subject, and should not he
“ The prosecution of that delusion, therefore, led to a number of ( sneered away in this manner. (Loud laughter). I was willing to
useful discoveries. In the sixteenth century flourished Cornelius
) agree to the motion of the senator from California, but I do not wish
Agrippa, alchemist, astrologer, and magician, one of the greatest pro- ) the petition to go to the committee on foreign relations unless the
fessors of the hermetic philosophy that ever lived. He had all the j chairman of that committee is perfectly satisfied that he can do the
spirits of the air and demons of the earth under his command.
)
subject justice. (Laughter.) I had thought of proposing to refer the
“ Paulus Jovius says . ‘ that the devil, in the shape of a large black dog, (
matter to the committee on post-offices and post-roads, because there
attended Agrippa wherever he went.’ Thomas Nash says, at the request
may be a possibility of establishing a spiritual telegraph between the
of Lord Surrey, Agrippa called up from the grave several of the great j material and the spiritual world. (Laughter.)
philosophers of antiquity, amongst others Tully, who he caused to re
“ Mr. Mason—I move that the petition lie upon the table.—Agreed to.”
deliver liis celebrated oration for Roscius. To please the Emperor
Mrs. Hardinge-Brttten, in her History of American
Charles the Fourth, he summoned King David and King Solomon from
the tomb, and the Emperor conversed with them long upon the science (
Spiritualism, says :—
of government.
“ This was a glorious exhibition of spiritual power compared with the
“ It is almost unnecessary to state that the conduct of
significant manifestations of the present day. I will pass over the cele- (
General Shields in following up the memorial, which he had
brated Paracelsus for the purpose of making allusion to an Englishman,
undertaken to present by a speech which was calculated to
with whose veracious history every one ought to make himself 1
destroy every vestige of interest or importance contained in
acquainted.
(
that document, excited the just indignation of the memo
“In the sixteenth century, Dr. Dee made such progress in the talismanic art that he acquired ample power to hold familiar conversation
rialists, and called forth a scathing protest from Governor
with the spirits and angels, and to learn from them all the secrets of
Tallmadge. To this General Shields replied by a few lines
the universe. On one occasion the angel Uriel gave him a black crystal )
of defence on the strictly Congressional character of his pro
of a convex form, which he had only to gaze on intently, and, by a (
ceedings. Courtesy, honour, sincerity, a love of science or
strong effort of will, he could summon any spirit he wished to reveal to (
him the secrets of futurity.
j
respect for religion making no part in his conduct on the
“ Dee, in his veracious diary, says ‘ that one day while he was
(
occasion, of course found no place in his defence ; he had
sitting with Albertus Laskin, a Polish nobleman, there seemed to come j
acted within the rules and privileges of the Senate, and so the
out of tire oratory a spiritual creature like a pretty girl of seven or nine (
matter terminated.
years old, with her hair rolled up before and hanging down behind,
(
with a gown of changeable red and green, and a train. She seemed to
)
“ The memorial was, as ordered, ( laid upon the table; ’
play in and out of the books and up and down, and as she went, the
but according to the law in such cases provided, it is still
books displaced themselves to make way for her.'
}
preserved in the national archives, where it remains as an
“ This; I call spiritual manifestations of the most fascinating kind
)
evidence that in those days there were at least fifteen
Even the books felt the influence of this fascinating creature.
thousand persons in the land who were better informed on
“Edward Kelly, an Irish man, who was present and witnessed this
beautiful apparition, verifies the doctor’s statements : therefore it
the philosophy of mental science and the high interests of
would be unreasonable to doubt a story of which the witness was an
immortality than their elected representatives.”
Irishman. (Laughter.) Doctor Dee was the distinguished favourite of (
kings and queens—a proof that spiritual science was held in high repute )
in the days of good Queen Elizabeth.
(
“ But of all the professors of occult science the Rosicrucians were
>
umrmponuentt.
the most exalted and refined. With them the philosopher’s stone
j
[Great
freedom
is
given
to
correspondents,
who sometimes express opinions diametrically
implied the possession of health and happiness, command over the ser- j j
opposed to those of this journal and its readers. Unsolicited conLu^,i(-n-icn.fU>ns cannot
vice of superior beings, control of the elements, and the most intimate i )
he retwnned; copies should be kept by the writers. Preference is given to letters which
are not anonymous.]
---------- knowledge of all the secrets of the universe. These were objects worth j
THE SCIENCE OF MIND.
striving jir. The Rosicrucians were disgusted with the gross sensual i
spirits w ho had communed with man previous to their day, so they i )
Sir,—Mr. Cox says that it is the misfortune of psychology “ thot the
decreed their annihilation and substituted in their stead a race of mild, j (
greater portion of the names given to its phenomena are terms that
beautiful, and beneficent beings. The spirits of the olden times were i
express some foregone conclusion. Scientific names should express
malignant and mischievous, but the new generation is mild and )
nothing but the fact.” Then why use the term psychology, when the
benignant.
<
proper scientific naming is the physiology of the brain and nervous
These spirits, as this petition asserts, indulge in the most innocent >
system, as given by Dr. Gall, who would not accept the word phrenology
amusements, as sliding, raising, tipping tables, producing pleasant ■ (
in use with his followers? Then, again, what has been termed thought
sounds and variegated lights; sometimes curing diseases ; and for the , j
reading and thought sympathy is really brain sympathy, just as in the
existence of this simple and benignant race, our petitioners are justly i )
instance given of the harp strings, which you would not call sound
indebted to the brethren of the ‘ Rosy Cross.’
sympathy. Now, my opinion is that nearly the whole of what is called
“ Amongst the modern professors of spiritualistic art, Cagliostro was
clairvoyance is merely7 brain sympathy ; and I think that the ordinary
the most celebrated. In Baris his saloons were thronged with the rich
law and fact of perception does not essentially differ from those extra
and noble, and his charming countess gained immense wealth by7
ordinary cases, but that exceptions show the rule.
granting attending sylphs to such ladies as were rich enough to pay for
In my Letters to Miss Martineau, p. 73, I say that the nerves from
their service.
the eye, for instance, do not pass direct to the perceptive faculties, but,
“ The Biographic des Coodempores, a work which our present
like the other sense-nerves, pass on to masses of grey matter at the
mediums ought to consult with care, says : ‘ There was hardly a fine lady
back of the brain, which, however, communicates with the cerebrum
in Paris who would not sup with the shade of Lucretius in the apart
and cerebellum. It occurs to me, therefore, that it is very possible
ments of Cagliostro. There was not a military officer who would not
that the sense-impressions do not pass along the nerves into the pre-

gives the following report of how the memorial was presented
and received :—
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do not mean, however, to fall into the error of supposing or proposing
Spiritualism as a religion per se. It never can be a distinctive religion,
capable of disorganising the world for bad or good as Islamism, or
Christianity, &c.; and then foundering on the rocks of dogma; but,
as I believe, that it illuminates all religions, and shows them all in
essence one.
So it enlightens science, because those wise men who either have used
their own or others’ finer faculties in the pursuit of their studies, and
not banished what is usually called the spiritual element, must have
all felt the power of the future. The drawback at present to science is
the want of the spiritual element, the onesidedness of it; the drawback
of religion at present is the lack of reason and intellectuality in it. If
it were possible to pursue the interesting scientific questions involved in
the phenomena, honourably bearing always in mind the sacredness of
the subject; if it were possible to place mediumship in its various de
velopments and forms in its right place, and to secure it from injurious
outward effects ; if it were possible to purge Spiritualism from its
weaker sentimental or sensational side; then, I think, it might have a
chance of holding up the rightful and radiant face now so downcast and
sad. I should much like to have seen again in print what I unfortunately
imperfectly remember of Mr. Fletcher’s addresses. I think them a step
in the right direction : not meant for those who conscientiously find their
higher faculties sufficiently sustained and enlightened elsewhere, but for
those who conscientiously find they do not.
I venture to throw out these few suggestions of mine, in the fervent
hope that many who understand the difficulties of the question and the
subject altogether far better than I do, would perhaps favour the readers
of The Spiritualist with their views updn this question. Can we raise
Spiritualism to or towards its right standing-place ? Until it is, to
use a simile of to-day, it will burn dimly as London gas, when it might
shine like the coming American electric light I
Isabel de Steiger.

ceptive region of the brain as electricity passes along wires; but that
the nerves of sense maintain a receptive medium or condition of the
outer spread of the sense, which in its corresponding with or sympathy
with the brain-relation, passes through an intervening medium, and
influences it direct, without passing along the nerve, and that the com
bined actions and associations in thought occur in the same way. And,
indeed, one cannot see how thought could go on otherwise, that is,
without a spiritual pervading basis. I think that the muscular and
executive forces of the system are more nearly allied to electricity, and
the receptive and mental powers rather to magnetism. The slowness
of the action noted of the nerve shows it not to be the act of percep
tion, which is instantaneous. It is a pretty simile, and a very ancient
one, that which likens a man to a musical instrument, and the mind to
music. But the further we proceed the clearer it becomes seen that
the science of mind is the physiology of the brain and nervous system,
and just as much a physical science as any other.
Henry G. Atkinson, F.G.S.
THE RELIGIOUS ASPECTS OF SPIRITUALISM.

Sin,—A few weeks ago I had the honour of having a few thoughts on
the religious value of Spiritualism published in the The Spiritualist, and
the pleasure of reading the very interesting and valuable correspondence
that arose from Miss Kislingbury’s suggestive letter. It has been to me
somewhat of a surprise and a genuine pleasure to find how many minds
are also exercised in the same direction, and how many are also full of
the desire of rescuing Spiritualism from the unjust and unfair position
which it at present occupies. I say unjust and unfair, because we who
look upon it as a genuinely sacred subject, know that with all its short
comings it is the one known vital link between mortal man and immortal
man. The value of such a link it>7io can estimate ? To those of us
who know, this link has never been long missing, though it has been
often hidden. This precious link, that of the mind of man uniting
itself deliberately with supersensuous subjects—by mind I mean both
soul and intellect; I probably express myself most unphilosopliically—
we assume to have once more in our midst; and again our eyes are
open to see and know that what we once thought mystery and incom
prehensible marvel is not in reality concealed from us. All is ready
when we have the faculties to understand.
It appears to me that one of the loops in this priceless link is the
mystery of mediumship. I say mystery in the sense I have just
expressed, and mysterious only from our want of exaet knowledge of the
positive cause or source of mediumship—not mysterious, because this
knowledge is purposely held from us. I hold, on the contrary, that all
knowledge is meant for us, and would be revealed were our intellects
sufficiently advanced to be in a receptive condition. This may be in the
dim future. In the present, it appears to me that, besides investigating
the phenomena of Spiritualism, profoundly and unceasingly interesting
as it is, this course alone will not help to rescue Spiritualism from
the present disadvantageous condition. I would not discourage seanees,
quite the contrary; but I would, were it possible, that they could be
conducted as Mr. Fletcher’s guides in his very admirable lecture on
“ Mediumship ” pointed out. I had the great pleasure of being one of
his audience that evening, and it appeared to me that Mr. Fletcher
touched with a firm finger the keynote of what is wrong in what is
generally called Spiritualism ; and if I am not intruding too much on
your valuable space, I confess I should like to say a few words that may
perhaps bear on the subject. The truth and beauty to me in Spiritualism
appears to lie in the union of ideas that appeal to our material senses,
and again, on the contrary, ideas that appeal to our spiritual senses.
There is a conviction of harmony in the whole thing that is most
grateful to our jaded faculties. I say jaded, for many of us must surely
feel worn with the jarring of our common sense so-called, and our finer
faculties when, before the light of Spiritualism dawned on our souls,
we were weary, and ready to say, “ There is, there can be no God.’’
Feeling all this as we do, yet we have most of us the pain of hearing
this grand doctrine of Spiritualism thoroughly misunderstood by those
who, of course, know nothing about it, and also by those who do,
because as everything presented to us in our finite nature has a weaker
side, we persistently and perversely follow that side instead of per
petually striving higher.
Those who were among Mr. Fletcher’s audience will understand from
what he said on the subject of “Mediumship.” Now, on that point
alone we are grievously in error, and using the Divine gift of medium
ship, as is commonly done, must prevent us from either elucidating
urther light from above, or ourselves from rising from our present levels.
I cannot speak too highly of Mr. Fletcher’s noble desire of'elevating
mediumship from the undignified position it now holds; and as he well
and truly said, as long as mediums are instruments useful to be played
upon in and out of season, and as long as these gifts are misused, so long
will Spiritualism be unable to develope as the power it should and
can be.
In returning home after these Sunday evening lectures, I had the
unhappy necessity of passing by many, alas how many, crowded, noisy
public-houses, full of reeking, wretched humanity. The pain of con
trasting the atmosphere from which I had come and that inside these
so-called “palaces” was very keen. To listen to words spoken by a
man using his very highest and noblest faculties, and then to hear the
discordant hubbub from men exercising their very worst and lowest 1
One can hardly believe they are the same creation. Yet they are ; and
if religion were the vital thing among us it is said to be by many, these
lower faculties of man could never be used as they are now. They
would die in time, rust away, and be re-born in a stronger form which
would not yield to unworthy temptations.
However, with regard to the religious aspect of Spiritualism, it seems
to me that until it is entirely taken in its two forms, that of its religious
and that of its intellectual value, it will never hold up its face to the
world with the bright, radiant, stedfast expression it should have. I
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Sir,—Dr. Wyld has unintentionally misquoted, when he credits my
pen with having written “the mystery of the Logos is revealed from
within.” The written word was “secret,” “ mystery ” being a word
all should avoid using who do not want to be found members of that
woman riding on the scarlet beast, nor partakers in building up that
Babylon or city of confusion which has its foundation-stone in that one
word mystery over which she reigns.
Thanks be to God, there is no mystery in Him, though many of His
wonderful powers not yet having been developed in us, His offspring,
much remains to be revealed; and in the many passages in which our
translators credit Paul with having spoken of the mysteries of God, &c.,
the word ought to be rendered revelations, or unveilings. It is to the
simple that the Lord gives understanding.
I can assure your readers that the terrible process by which Dr. Wyld
would invite them to attain to the secret of the Logos is not the only
way by which beings on earth attain to the kingdom of Heaven ; and
that it is in no way necessary, or even possible, for a man to work out
his own salvation, in the sense in which Dr. Wyld applies that
word of Paul’s. The short and easy way is by faith. We are
the offspring of Divinity itself, and, therefore, the Holy One,
which will not see corruption. When he believes this, he at once,
vile and sinful as he has hitherto believed himself to be, finds his God.
There is but one Saviour, Jehovah, manifested to us in Jesus, and all we
are His brethren ; the same holy blood flow in our veins, and we are the
righteous branches of the pure vine. It is our unbelief which keeps us
back from manifesting all the powers of Jehovah, and we go about doing
our own will and reasoning, instead of doing His will and believing.
It is the Holy One who holds the keys of David, and shuttetli and no
man openeth, and openeth and no man shutteth, and everyone who
believes will find he has that key in his hand, and will go out to save
others. He saved others ; Himself He eannot save. When man
believes, as Jesus did, that he is one with His Father, he ceases to be
troubled about his own soul, but goes about doing good by his very
presence, longing not to evoke his own soul’s spirit, but to awaken his
brethren to know God as the centre of their Divine being. When man
knows Jehovah as his life he has not to determine to love the Lord, or
resolve to live a life of purity ; it is the natural outcome of the renewed
being to do these things, for it is a part of the Divine nature of which
he is. Then he understands the word, “ sacrifice and offering thou ddst
not desire, mine ears hast thou opened, burnt offering and sin-offering
hast thou not required. Then said I, Lo ! I come, in the volume of the
book written of me; I delight to do Thy will, oh, my God, yea, Thy law
within my heart.”
This is the true and high theosophy taught by Jesus. No prepara
tion is needed but a humble, receptive spirit, waiting upon Jehovah,
who is within, to work out in us our salvation, we being quiescent,
living in love one towards another and all flesh.
As we live on the Logos, made flesh and dwelling in us, that which
is without will become as that which is within. Men will cease to know
matter as apart from spirit, for they will know themselves to be of the
same substance as the Spirit, full of power and truth. Equal to the
Father as touching His Godhead, and less than the Father as touching
His Sonship, he will know himself to be spirit, made manifest in flesh.
One body, one spirit, even as there is one assurance of our calling.
One love, one faith, one baptism, one God and Father of all, above all,
through all, and in all. And the peace of God, which passeth all
understanding, keeps our hearts and minds in Christ Jesus.
February 1st, 1879.
E. T. Matheson.
THOUGHT-READING AND CONJURING.

!

Sir,—While sympathising with and appreciating Mr. Serjeant Cox’s
able paper on thought-reading, published in your issue of the 21st, the
greater part of which I would cordially subscribe to, I much regretted
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to find that he has fallen, as I believe, into the error in common with
many Spiritualists, of regarding the public exhibitions of so-called
clairvoyance as genuine psychological phenomena. If it is not tres
passing too much upon your space, I think it will be interesting to
many of your readers if I explain how these apparent feats are per
formed, In the first place, I may say that I have, to some extent, in
vestigated the matter, having recollections of Professor Anderson, and
having several times experimented with young Taylor at the Polytechnic,
and with “Louie” and her “papa” at the Royal Westminster
Aquarium. As the last-named performers are more especially alluded
to by Serjeant Cox, and are probably more familiar to your readers,
besides being essentially the same as all others, I will endeavour to
show that “ Louie’s ” clairvoyance is merely the result of committing to
memory a previously arranged elaborate classified code.
Serjeant Cox gives an account of one of his interviews with Louie
and her papa in a very unscientific way, in my opinion. If he had
taken down the questions as asked by her father verbatim, he would
have found that they varied in almost every instance, to some slight
extent, imperceptible save to those on the watch in that direction. If
he had noted every word of the questioner each time, with the corre
sponding answer, he would have obtained the key to a part of the code,
which, when explained, will be seen to possess the merit of comparative
simplicity, though, like short-hand, it would, no doubt, take a con
siderable time to learn thoroughly. Of course an indefinite number of
codes, each one different, might be arranged. I have not had the one
used by Louie and her father explained to me, but I will briefly show the
principles upon which all codes of this kind are based.
There are a great number of ways in which a simple question may be
asked, far more than any one would dream of who had not previously
given any thought to the subject. Supposing I wished to arrange a
clairvoyant code for numerals from 1 to 9990, I could do it by asking
a question in ten thousand different ways, and each way of asking the
question “ What is it
would immediately suggest the correct answer.
To explain. I arrange ten simple questions for the units 0 to 0, thus :—
“ Tell me," suggests 0; “ Tell me, come?” suggests 1 ; “ Tell me, now,”
suggests 2; “Tell me, Louie,” suggests 3 ; “Tell me, my dear,” sug
gests 4 ; “ Tell me, quick,” suggests 5; “ Tell me, will you?” suggests
6; “Tell me what it is,” suggests 7; “ Tell me, do ?’’ suggests 8;
“Tell me, at once,” suggests 9. And by placing “tell me” after the
word we have thus :—“ Come, tell me,” suggests 10 ; “ Now, tell me,”
suggests 20, and so on; and “Come now, tell me,” suggests 120;
“ Come now, Louie, tell me,” suggests 1230, &c.
By using the words “clearly” or “ please” before the word I double
or repeat the numeral suggested, thus;—“Tell me, please, come,” sug
gests 11; “ Tell me, please, now,” suggests 22, and so on. With this
simple code, which could be committed to memory in half an hour, I
could suggest by a question any imaginable combination of figures, from
1 to 9999, or even more, without attracting any particular attention from
the peculiarity of the questions asked.
Let us take some examples at random, and find questions suggesting
the numbers 3,778, 5,719, 9,756, 4,433, and 2,004. 1st “Tell me,
Louie, what it is, do ? ” suggests 3,778. 2nd. “Tell me, quick, what it is
at once ” suggests 5,719. 3rd. “Tell me at once what it is, will you ? ”
suggests 9,750. 4th, “ Tell me clearly, my dear, please Louie?” sug
gests 4,433. 5th. “Now, please, tell me, my dear?” suggests 2,004.
As these numbers have been selected entirely at random, it follows that
any other combinations suggesting numbers could be framed with equal
facility.
The code for miscellaneous articles might be roughly classified in this
way :—1. Questions commencing “ What” suggest metal. 2. Questions
commencing “ Now ” suggest thinffs animal or human. 3. Questions
commencing “Please” suggest leather. 4. Questions commencing
“ Come ” suggest articles of attire. 5. Questions commencing “ Can
you ’’ suggest cardboard or paper. And so on, to perhaps a dozen or
twenty classes.
Examples.—“What’s this?” “A bunch of keys.” “What is
this?” “A key.” “What’s this, Louie?” “A pencil-case.”
“What’s this, quick?" “A ring.” “-Now, plain or with stones?”
“ With stones.” “ Tell me, do, how many stones? ” “Eight.” See
numeral code above. “Now, what’s this?” “Ahead.” “Plenty of
hair or bald?” “Bald.” “ How many hairs?” “274.” “Is that
right, sir?" Laughter. “Can you tell me what tins is?” “A
visiting card.” “ Tell me, Louie, how many initials to the name ? ’’
“Three.” See numeral code. “Tell me the first?” “B.” “And
now the second ? ’’ “ C.” “ Perhaps you can tell me the third ? ”
“ R.” “ Can you tell me the name ? ” Pause. “ Now, Louie, I want
the name, please ? ” Pause. “ Quick, I must have it, Louie ? ” The
name is then given after about three questions are asked, and the
address, sometimes ; but it should be borne in mind that it takes many
questions to elicit surnames and addresses, whereas Christian names
are given immediately.
The above examples are given to show that parts of the code are
arranged to suggest each letter of the alphabet, all ordinary
Christian names, and combinations of two or three letters for surnames,
&c. As a rule the initials only on a visiting card are given, on account
of the increased difficulty and chance of mailing mistakes. After
exhausting all the available objects within reach, the performer finishes
up by touching in succession, in his walk back towards the stage, a
number of articles—easily within reach—previously agreed upon, such
as hat, gloves, umbrella, bonnet, ring, scarf, cloak, ear-rings, &c.,
asking Louie the same question for each, so as to throw people with the
“ code theory ” off the scent.
In the above I have given the merest rudiments of a very crude code.
It may be easily imagined that two people who devote their whole lives
to learning and perfecting a code of signals between each other, arrive
at a degree of perfection far surpassing even the imagination of the
people whose sphere it is to be taken in. I have been much amused
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and entertained by the exhibition at the Westminster Aquarium, and
telling “ how it’s done ” is like taking the gilt off the gingerbread. It
will always be to me a clever and pleasing performance; but for the
credit of inquirers into Spiritualism I trust they will hesitate before
accepting from professional conjurers, as evidence of so important a
truth as thought-reading or clairvoyance, what is merely the result of
long practice and adroitness in the art of deceiving.
Fbed. Babbett.
Lsaeroft, Staines, Fab. 23rd, 1879,

SEANCES WITH LONDON MEDIUMS.

)

Sin,—I have, since my arrival in London, attended two seances, suf
ficiently remarkable, I think, to be worthy of record in The Spiritualist.
The first of these was with Mr. Fletcher, whom I had never seen before
meeting him here, and who could, by no possibility, know anything of
my private affairs. And, indeed, had he been for years a familiar friend
he could not, from knowledge gained as such, have described so accu
rately, as they were described in my seance with him, circumstances,
people, and the results of personal character upon existing conditions.
I have had many sittings with what are called test mediums, but a
large proportion of them have been either wholly disappointing or very
unsatisfactory from the extreme vagueness of the statements made, and
from an evident desire to elicit information by inducing the sitter to put
leading questions, or in other ways to throw light upon that which it was
desirable to see. But in the case of Mr. Fletcher the words were poured
out like water from an overflowing fountain, waiting for no comment, and
needing no suggestion to clear the way for the free and full current of
words which carried instant and irresistible conviction of true clair
voyant power. There was no shirking of distinct statements, no vague
ness, none of that allegorical word-painting capable of bearing almost
any signification which it might suit the fancy or the needs of the sitter
to attach to it, and with which any one who has had much to do with
trance mediums is only too familiar.
Individual character, states of mind, events past and present were
so clearly delineated, that what was said could only bear one meaning;
and it certainly was startling to see reflected in this magic mirror what
he, through whose medial power it was held up before me, could know
absolutely nothing about.
Mr. Fletcher might have been acquainted with me for years, and
have seen little or nothing of certain things which were spoken of
through his lips, as if the inner life, hidden behind a veil which even
friendship might not lift, were as familiar to him as household words.
In my experience I have met only one other test medium who so well
deserved the name; and of all the sittings I have had of this character,
the most impressively convincing was the one to which I have alluded,
without any attempt to describe it, for to do that would be manifestly im
possible. Those things which carry conviction with startling force to
one’s own mind and heart, are just those which cannot be talked
about; at least, this is very often the case, as it certainly is in this
instance.
The other seance to which I have referred was held in the rooms of
Mr. Williams last Thursday evening. I went, in company with Mrs.
Woodforde and my sister ; no other ladies were present, and only three
gentlemen beside the medium, one of them just entering upon a course
of investigation.
Mr. Williams’s right hand was, during the whole seance, held by my
sister, and the other by one of the gentlemen. We witnessed the usual
manifestations of brilliant lights darting about—like our American fire
flies—of winding-up the large music-box, and of the ringing of a small
bell, which sailed over our heads with a star of light upon it to mark its
rapid flight through the air. Hie grand, full, mellow voice of John King
welcomed us; and although he was, as he said, unable on that night to
make himself visible, Peter materialised his face, showing it to us by
the light he held. This face was as delicate and clear cut as a Greek
cameo, and looked, in its pearly whiteness, like an alabaster vase, trans
lucent, and lighted from within. The features were beautiful, and a
veil, not apparently more material than a white cloud, falling over the
bowed head; and while this face floated above the table, coming close
to the sitters, one by one, we plainly saw the flexible lips move as the
eager voice asked, “Do you see me? Do you see me now?” We
thus saw a floating human head, with a mouth that moved and spoke,
concentrating itself from a nebulous mist till it appeared somewhat as
the full moon does when we see it on a clear night, and can imagine the
dark spots to bear some resemblance to a face; and from this vague
semblance it gathered shape and substance till the whole countenance,
with its delicate outlines and sweet, serious expression, was unmistak
ably visibly to us ; then again melting into an undefined spot of light,
and from that fading gradually away.
Mr. Williams would have to be a conjurer of wonderful ability to
produce such an appearance as this, with no apparatus about him
specially prepared for the purpose. And if he have such elaborate
contrivances as would be needed to effect these varied and remarkable
results, those who seek for and fail to discover the least trace of them
must, one would think, be rather inefficient detectives. John King being
requested to shake hands with us, a large, strong, and very cold right
hand grasped mine, the right hand of the medium being all the time
held or touched by my sister.
Four different voices talked with us—three quite loudly; and two
spoke much more softly (one quite in a whisper) to my sister, who sat
next to me. We have a friend in America, an Englishwoman, who is a
powerful medium, and through her an Indian spirit, calling himself
Big Wolf, often speaks in the independent voice. This spirit promised
that he would, if permitted, speak to us here ; and just as my sister
spoke of feeling a presence close to her side, the very peculiar and
characteristic laugh of this Indian was heard, and he said, not in his
usual loud voice, but with much evident effort, “Big Wolf,” again
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laughing in his own odd way. The name was not so distinctly spoken
as to make me feel myself absolutely certain of it, but the laugh was
very characteristic and well remembered, as we had heard it many
times at home.
I received in this sitting two very marked tests, which certainly were
quite unlooked-for, as I had expected only physical manifestations.
Through two other mediums in London—one of them private—the same
old friend had come, and been described as holding out to me bound
books and a bundle of manuscript. Through one of these mediums he i
expressed the strongest desire that I should prepare for publication a |
volume which he hoped to have seen in print before he past away. -Not |
a word had been said of this, when at the seance on Thursday night
Mr. Williams described and gave the full name of this friend, saying,
“There is a book of his which he wants Mrs. Andrews to get
published.”
When the spirit Peter was speaking of two little boys who were present
(the tiny hand of one had been patting mine and my sister’s at intervals
throughout the sitting), he said, “ Mrs. Andrews’s little boys wish me
to say that David is here with them.” Some in the circle asked,
“ Who is David 1 " I was silent, but the spirit replied, “ He is not a
relative, only a dear friend ; ” which was quite true. I had not
thought of iris manifesting his presence on this occasion, and the
familiar name startled me, coming so unexpectedly through the lips of
another spirit, to whom both he and I were strangers.
i
There was also another name mentioned by the medium—that of a
friend known to no one here.
Surely, if intrinsic evidence of genuine medial power be possible, I
obtained it in these seances, which I have sketched only in faint out
line. Nothing is so difficult, perhaps nothing more impossible, than
to prove even the most matter-of-fact thing, generally accepted as
such, if absolutely perfect, unquestionable evidence, affording no loop- i
hole of escape, and having no weak point assailable by critical logic or
resistable by determined scepticism, be demanded: and I know that
no evidence possibly attainable through spiritual phenomena can suffice
to convince people of anything—not even of the existence of the
phenomena themselves. They may always be set aside as mere sub
jective visions, delusions of a morbid imagination, or as the tricks of a
clever impostor. Therefore, I never testify to -what I have seen with
any expectation of being believed by sceptics, nor with any
hope of living to see justice done to the sensitives, through whom
alone we can obtain those manifestations so invaluable in their sug
gestiveness, and in the evidence they afford of an intelligent power
acting outside the physical body. But I nevertheless feel that the
truth should be told, let who will reject it. “ He that hath ears to hear,
let him hear.”
Louisa Andrews.

The blossoms of the tender vine
Give out their fragrance rare ;
So sweet the promise of the wine,
So sweet beyond compare :
Methought some presence half-divine
Was borne upon the air.
And warmer, warmer grow the days,
The cherries are red-ripe,
The robin loudly chants their praise
From out his golden pipe ;
The strawberries are lingering on,
And currents red will come anon.

At eve upon the hill’s green side
We sit, and far below
We see the river’s flowing tide,
Lit by the moon’s pale glow ;
And through the misty shadows dark
Is seen the firefly’s tiny spark.

O summer days I O summer hours I
When will ye come again ?
O summer nights, with cooling showers !
O days of summer rain 1
O hills, where golden summer lies,
When will ye greet my longing eyes ?
ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
W. C. II.—In the Nineteenth. Century.
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From Th^. Morning Post.— •
primitive ’ c^HriStiaNity, andMiodern ' -The -Morning-Post,
which strongly ^ecnmmends.nhe book in a
. review■’nearly.a^enlumn long, says:—**
Comic literature which
; hnn’ernlydie,rervcr.nherepinhen seems to be rapidly-becoming a
j thing of the past ;v consequently any writer who, like Mr. Harrison.
‘
By’’ EUGENE1-' CROWELL,' M.D.
... .
1 exhibits a genuine vein, of humour,, deserves the praise of .all 'who
afe' not non 'stupid'nn’enjny an innocent laugh. /'Not nlianTiir muse
’nn ruchTigllnef ntneranCer ;)bn'nhe cnnnrafy,
One Qf the be^t.’books published .in connection, with ' Modern - ; rertrictr 'herself'
i
rnme,nf■•hir
' poems touch outlie deepest alid'n!lo'sG,sac^fCd'TS^elingr
Spiritualism -oo many years, aud -a standard work on ’' the s
of ' our'-eomitfon-humaniit'.■• '• . ' Thealilfol•tuIlatn■TIadjifr .narrative
subject. •'Th^eifit^t^^i^f::Ha3'S^I^(^^Sd'sthe facts and phenomena for ' ti of
his advennursr1amnngrn the magicians. of '-Whltecliapel is quite
.a lengthened period,'and deais.in -an intelligent manner with
one of the funniern things than•llar been published .^of -.years, ....
the problems and difficpliaer presented.
'
The' book..contains .quite, enough tp .ensure it a welcome .from
In two vols, price 10s. Gd. each; postage 8d. per volume.
which’its narneful appearance wiOljnnn detract.”. 'Tlie.Mor’ning
Post says of The Wobbleiaw Ball^l^<^^r^itSo one ean help laughing
*
London: Spiritualist Newspaper Branch Office.
at them/’ and it 'rayr nllan ths "rhymes are pitched in “ rnmenhiiig'
like the same key ” as The -Bon ■
Ballads oo T^^ - Bigiow'
Papers, “with an appreciably rueeessffnreruln.”
.
• « .f
From The
Journal.
’• '
‘information for inquirers.
“All are of marked abiilty.... Occasionally we find verse oft
great beauty, showing that the author possesses the pure poetic
gift.’’
‘
' ■
IN thirty .yeafS.Spirituallsm has spread through all the
From The Graphic.
' ‘
'
*
most ' civilised countries on the globe, until it now has tens of
“Thosewho can appreciate genuine, unforced hi^mnur' should
thousands of adherents, and about thirty periodicals. It has
not fail to rcad Tts 'LazfLayt- anfPProse imaginings. Written,'
also outlived, the same ' popular. . abuse which. at the outset
printed, published . audTevicwed by William II. Harrison (38, ' Great
opposed railways, gas. and .Galileo's ‘discovery of.the . rotation
RurrcOl-rnreet). ^Bnnh-ithe.ver'res ands nhe..rhnrn ' essays are really
of the earth.
«.j - funny, and in rnnle-nf the latter throe is a vein of genial satire
The Dialectical' Society,' under the-presidency of Sir . John i i whieh adds piquancy^ the fun.- Th^ - Lay of the Newspaper Editor
;
Lubbock, appointed, a' large'-committee. which - -or two years ’ ' is capital, if rather severe, arid so is Tl^^ Lay of the
investigated the phenomeha’oecurfing'in'the presence of ,n5n- ', ■ but one of the most laughable bits is the Turk’s account of how he
professional mediums. and' finally'ppprfedJ:h.at'tttr facts were'’ . went to be photographed.’-’ — |
'
, , From Public Opinion.
true, that the raps . and-.onher'nnjscr gov.erned'.byintelligence
were real, and 'that solid obj'ects 'sometimes'mbved'in' tlie..p'f,e- • 1 “A volume of remarkably good verse.... Some of the metrical
since’ of mediums 'withbuthoing'puchecj/. ".-. ' .'. ' \.. Y < i legends remind us of the wild ehannr that used to be sung at the
Mr. William Crookes, F.R. S., editor of the Quarterly- Journal-' | meetings of the Cannibal Club, some ten or fifteen years ago. Mr.
«HaiTris>tfi.howevrr,' -^bws where to plant Ms fun, and an accu
of Science, deviser of the radiometer, and -discoverer .of, the
rate, scientific-mind' like-hjs can make jokes with success.. . . To
new metal ;.thallium, investigated ’ the phenomena; of Spirit-1 • all who"wish to read'a'p^easann' volume magnificently got up as a
ualism in his- own house, and reported them .to be true. Mr.
j gifn-bnnk, we eommend Th^ Lazy Lays.”
A. R. Wallace, Mo. Cromwell Varley. Prof.. Zbllner, and a great 1 !
i,
.
From The Bookseller.
number of intelligent professional ni en have done the same. '
“An odd but most entertaining assnfnmenn of quaint and
humorous fancies, some in verse and others in prose, and all
HOW TO FORM SPIRIT CIRCLES AT HOME.
written with a fluent and not ungraceful pen. The vein of
humour whieh permeates them is genuine, rieli, and original. aud
Inquirers into the phenomena of Spiritualism should begin
not at all ill-natured.”
by forming cirCles in thoir own homes, with no Spiritualist or
From Nature.
stranger to the family present.
. .
“'Scientific men and matters are in one or two eases alluded to,
The assertions of a few newspapers,4 ^'1^8. and men
and tlie imprint hears that the wook is published ‘a.d. 1877
of science that the alleged phenomena are jugglery are
(popularchonnnlngy) ; a.m. 587? (Torquemada) ; a.m. 50,800,077
proved to be untrue ' ' 'by the fact that' manifestations are
(Huxley).’ Wc believe that our . readers may dorive a little
amusement from a perusal of the volume.”
•’
readily obtained by private families, with'no '. stranger
present, and without . deception by any . member of.tho.famjly;
'
From The British Journal of Photography.
At the present time there are only. about half-a-dozen pro- x. I “ The Lazy Lays inelude many admirable pieces, some of which
fessional .mediums for the physical .'phenomena in all Great
are in verse and others in prose, some scientific, others social, but
Britain, consequently, ' if-these wroo all tricksters .(which they
altof. them excellent .. . The Lazy Lays will make excellent and
are not), they are so few in. number as to .be unable - to' bear - ' amusing ’reading for an occasional spare half-horn'.. .. They eonout the imposture theory as the foundation of ' the great'mcve-’
,tafu notifing unrefined or in bad nasne.”
ment of modern Spiritualism. .Readers shQuld ’protectThem-: 1
*
From .TheDubUn University Magazine,
selves against any impostors who may tell them that' the'
t
“
.
I^^^^v
’
^TTLa^djiAl
.Shaeabae,'
an
amiable
Turk,
was
phnnngoaphed,
phenomena are not real; by trying simplet home ’experiments
is well done;... Bound in a eover of somewhat powerful design.”
whieh eost nothing, thus showiUg
how''egrogiously'thoSe-are'
*
| '
From The Photographic News.
duped who trust in worthless authorities.
’
''
/ ■■ i
• “Mr. AV. H. narrimn, a gentleman whose name is familiar in
One or more persons possessing medial powers without
connection with photographic and ^11.0 scientific literature, has
knowing it are to be. found in uearly every .household. and
considerable facility of versification, and deals, in -pleasant and
about one neweireledn three, formed according to the follow
humorous mood, with many scientific fbllies whieh arc better
ing instructions, obtains the phenomena:—
. .
laughed
down than gravely disputed.’’
1. Let arrangements be made that there shall be no in
From The Scotsman.
terruption for one hour during the sitting of the cirele.
2. Let the cirele consist of four. live, .or six individuals.
“ In Mr. W. II. Harrlsnn’s Lazy Lays and Prose imaginings
there is a good deal of broad humour and satiric power, with a due
about the same number of each sex. Sit in subdued light.
foundation of solid sense.”
but sufficient to alio w everything to’ -be seen elearly, round an
uncovered wooden table, with all the palms of the . hands in
From T^ie Bradford Daily Chronicle.
contact with its top suifaer.' .Whether'the hands touch each
“ Good pnenleal dieninn is displayed. Mo. Harrison has produced
other or not is of little impor-ianer. Any table will 'do. ' '
a most welcome book...'How Hadji al Sliacabae was .Phnnngraphed,’ will be sure to make every reader roar with laughter.”
3. Belief or unbelief has no influence 'on the -manifestations,
but an aerid feeling against them’ is weakening.
' '; ;
i
From The Dundee Daily Advertiser.
4. Before the manifestations begin,’it' ib well to’ engage in’,
general conversation or in singing, and it is best' that 'neither."” i ‘.I Witliisueh .a.free.and easy author it is naturally to be expected
nhat.his.subjcetr
should.bear some trace of this peeuliar ldlnsvnshould be of a frivolous nature..
. .
:
prasy,.and inde.ed.they are as free and easy .as himselL-... The
5. The ’first symptom of. tlieanvisible power at work-is often
poems are all characterised by smoothness and rhythmical swing.
a feeling like a eool wind s weeping over the hands. The' flost
. . . The work iswery .elaborately bound in clnnll and gilt^.... A
indications will probably be table ’ tiltings or raps.
*
gorgeous .design, upon .the cover. ... If oui readers wish to en
6. When motions of the fable of’SoUiIdS aro produced freely. . tourage laziness they have a most deserving object in a very '
■slever and versatile member of the ordsr.” .
.
to avoid eonfusion let . ene .person^only speak ; he<.6houId'talk
.
1 '■ 1 ■ :
to the table as to an intelligent beiug. - Let him tell the table] ' - ....
From The.Liverp.ool Daily C^^^^her.
that three tilts or raps mean “ Yes,”. one means . “No,’’ and
1 “ In his handsomely bound-and . griffin-guarded Lazy Lays, Mr.
two mean “Doubtful,” and ’ ask whether the arrangement is
Wllliam-TI. IlL'aorisnn provides a gift^b^k elegant in its appear
understood. If ' three raps bo givendn answer, then say. “ If
ance and entertaining in its contents;.;. Tlie 'author is imbued
I speak the letters of the alphabet slowly,-will'you' signal
with the' true spioin' of humour, and amuses all while offending
every time I come to the letter you want, and spell us out a
none.”
«
■
..
’
From The Western Daily Press
message?” Should three .signals.’ be 'given,.set to work on the
plan proposed, and from this time an intelligent system of
“ A .volume from the .versatile pln nf'M■r."-W. H.' Harrison, a
communication is established.
'
.
:well■-.knnwll cnnnribunnr to the London and provincial press, and
'editor .of The Spil'itualiit.. .. Many of tlie humorous poems re7. Possibly symptoms of other forms of mediumship, sueh
as tranee or elalrvoyanre, may develop; the better elasa of . ;mind us of the Ingoldsby Legends. The Lay of the Photographer
‘■.InLay of the Mace^arers', and some of fhe W^bbl^jaw Ballads
messages, as judged by their religious and philosophical
would 11^ .have been unworthy of Barham himself. Some of the
merits, usually accompany buch manifestations rather . than
shooter poems are exquisite, and there pervade the whole a reli
the more objective phenomena. After the manifestations are
gious sentiment and poetic feeling winch will make them accept
obtained. the observers should not go to the other extreme
able to most readers.”
and give way to an excess of credulity, but should believe no
From the daily Northern Whig (Belfast).
more about them or the contents of messages than they are
“The finest thing in the book is ‘How Hadji Al Shacabac was
forced to do by undeniable proof.
Photographed.’ It is an admirable addition to our not nnn ex
8. Should no results be obtained at the first two stances
tensive comic literature. The story is one of which extracts
because no medium ehanccs to be present, try again with
would not give an adequate idea; it is intensely humorous... .
other sitters. A medium is usually an impulsive individual,
Those who wish to obtain a handsome gift-book of uii amusing
very sensitive to mesmeric influences.
nature, will find what they want in The Lazy Lays.'
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From TheB-ristol Dally Pof,s, T
'.‘W‘A curious’collection of verses and prose essays of unequa
mefit.., t The serious and sontimdhtal Verses.belong, to the type A
of Mrs. Hemans's or L. E. L.’s productions.” .
?
•/St
'-»''••• Fr.orn.27ie Kensington News.
..-‘‘I ■
-It is “ aftef.thr .maimer, of Barham, Hood, Mark . Twain, or any,
ofit^o^e ..merry .souls-vvho do quite as much good in .their day and •
generationas theauthors of the most serious works. t,fTheLays'
are . always .•m•.^lin#l,,sometimrs serious. generally comic. but
never vulgar.”' ,
'
.
. From 'The Malvern News.
.
“It’is.Tn- ftsrlf;a
*wbflk.of■
l•tselG-Ofiginal, and a cast of its
author’s mind., It is a work of great power aud beauty; full of
lively imaginings and bold outspoken thoughts, abounding in
tenderness arid pathos; ’ sparkling with wit and humom^.; . and one
that may be read many time's over.. .The get-up of the book-is^
very handsome.”
»■ !
From The Folkestone News.
.
“A number of clever sketches and poems,. among the latter
being a series of. papers entitled The Wobb^jaw Ballads, whieh
appeared in the columns -of this ’ paper a short time ago,
and whieh ereated such £ furore' at the time.” [N.B.-An
irate memb^'r of the Tow'n Council offaally catted the atte^t^ of
the Mayt^ and, Corporation of Folkestone-to the b^^lesques in the
“ Wobblejaw Ballads,” but the-members' assembled, laughed at-the
matter, and proceeded to the next business. T^ie Mayor s^id that he
did not mind them. 1 .. “ It contains some very elioiee poems.
and prose essays, isoound in eloth richly gilt, and has an original
design of no ordinary merit on the cover.”
Obtainable, price 7s. GJ., post free, at'the Branch Office of thp
Spiritualist Newspaper, London, W.C,
MESMERISM AND ITS PHENOMENA.
OR

ANIMAL MAGNETISM,
By the late Wm. Gregory, M.D., F.R.S.E., Professor of
Chemistry at Edinburgh
Dedicated by the Author by Permission to His Graoe
tho Duke _ of Argyll.
The second and slightly revised and abridged edition, for
' its quality ’and size the cheapest large work ever 'published -•
in this 'country in connection with Spiritualism.
'
1 Just.pnblished, price' 5s.. or 5s. 'Cd. post free; or five eopl^a
Tree for,' 2!s. ' Copies may'also be had bound. in half
, post
calf, with' marbled edges, price 8s. Cd. per volume, post free.
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